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For those of you who don’t 
already know me, I’m the 
really sad one. Yep, that’s 
right its all my fault. I’m the 
mug who started off the 
Newsletter, the Homepage, 
and the Column (for those of 
you who also read the 
Genesis Matrix). However in 
my typical style I refuse to 
take any responsibility for 
anything else, what so ever. 
And then they put me in 
charge... 
Richard (the Rat) KerryRichard (the Rat) KerryRichard (the Rat) KerryRichard (the Rat) Kerry    
Chief MuppetChief MuppetChief MuppetChief Muppet    

Way back when Newsletter 
Nine was written (tail end of 
last year in fact), we were 
busy planning  Gamesday III 
and the first ideas on how 
we where going to setup a 
club were flying around. And 
three months later we’re still 
here! 
Before I get down to 
business and tell you what’s 
up in Muppetdom, I’d like to 
thank everyone whose put so 
much effort into getting the 
Sad Muppet Society off the 
ground, and you lot for 
supporting the new club. 
Now on to the serious stuff. 
A couple of you might have 
noticed that we ran a 
participation game at 
Overlord 2002, Abingdon 
Wargames Club annual 
show. Well it may have being 
the first but it certainly isn’t 
going to be the last because 
we’re also doing to 
Gamesday this year at the 
NIA; and we’re going to be 
doing Zulu with a difference. 
Twenty something Tau Fire 
Warriors versus a horde of 
Kroot. 
However, as the theme this 
year is Chaos (to coincide 
with the new Chaos books), 
we’re going to be putting a 
slight spin on this idea, as 
these Kroot worship the little 
known Chaos god of 
Hen’sun. And yes, you’ve 
guessed it, we’re going to be 
converting some Kroot into 
something else… 

Anyway, its going to be very 
silly and a HUGE amount of 
fun so if you want to help 
out, speak to Other Muppet 
(and Chief Cool Scenery 
Maker) Dave Offen-James as 
soon as possible. 
Also upcoming is Gamesday 
IV on the 7th July, which is 
currently sub-titled ‘The 
Sands of Glebe’. There’s 
more on this in a couple of 
pages but suffice to say the 
rats are back (of course this 
will mean nothing to most of 
you). 
And of course there’s always 
the continuing league to fight 
in! Dave has a full update on 
page five and things are 
looking tight at the top! 
Unfortunately entry to the 
league is now closed or we’ll 
never get the thing finished, 
but rest assured, there will 
be another league next year. 
As always I’m on the look out 
for more articles for the 
Newsletter so if you’ve got 
any new rules to test out, 
want to review something, 
write a story, or have any 
other interesting article in 
mind, email me and you 
might see it in here next 
time. 
Richard KerryRichard KerryRichard KerryRichard Kerry    
Chief MuppetChief MuppetChief MuppetChief Muppet    
By the way folk, Newsletter 
Eleven is due out on the 
18th June so I need any 
articles in by the 11th at the 
latest. 
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If anyone wants one, we can 
get ‘Team: Muppet’ t-shirts 
and polo shirts, with the 
SMS logo on the front and 
the Team: Muppet logo 
across the back, as 
modelled by various folk at 
the club. 
These are £15 each and 
available in various sizes. 
Speak to Other Muppet 
(Dave James) for more info. 

earns you the title ‘Member 
Muppet’ and entitles you to a 
printed copy of this 
Newsletter four times a year 
plus gets you into ‘The Meet’ 
at member’s rates. In 
addition to this you can join 
Team: Muppet, for the glory 
of, umm, Basingstoke... 
So that’s it? 
Yep, it is. At least until we 
change our minds... 

We’ve now got a club 
running, so what’s the deal? 
Well, as the main aim is just 
to cover our running costs, 
‘The Meet’ on Tuesday nights 
is going to cost you £2 if 
you’re a member and £3 if 
you’re not. 
So how do I become a 
member? 
Sorry, this is going to cost 
you more money. £5 per year 

TH E CLU B 
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UP COM I N G EV E N T S 

“Have you ever seen a 
Marine feint? It's not a 

pretty sight …” 
 

Captain Jenkin of the Bubonic Monks 

30th March 200230th March 200230th March 200230th March 2002    Conflict: LondonConflict: LondonConflict: LondonConflict: London    

12th May 200212th May 200212th May 200212th May 2002    Call to Arms: Warmaster & Mordheim Gaming DayCall to Arms: Warmaster & Mordheim Gaming DayCall to Arms: Warmaster & Mordheim Gaming DayCall to Arms: Warmaster & Mordheim Gaming Day    
GW HQ, Nottingham. See www.games-workshop.com for more info. 

26th May 200226th May 200226th May 200226th May 2002    Black Library DayBlack Library DayBlack Library DayBlack Library Day    
Warhammer World, Nottingham. 

22nd June 200222nd June 200222nd June 200222nd June 2002    Conflict: BristolConflict: BristolConflict: BristolConflict: Bristol    
GW Event. See www.games-workshop.com for more info. 

7th July 20027th July 20027th July 20027th July 2002    Gamesday IV: The Sands of GlebeGamesday IV: The Sands of GlebeGamesday IV: The Sands of GlebeGamesday IV: The Sands of Glebe    

13131313----14th July 200214th July 200214th July 200214th July 2002    Attack! 2002Attack! 2002Attack! 2002Attack! 2002    
Devizes & Distict Wargames Group annual con, held at The Corn 
Exchange in Devizes. See www.geocities.com/ddwguk for more info 

14th July 200214th July 200214th July 200214th July 2002    Chaos WastesChaos WastesChaos WastesChaos Wastes    
GW Open Day. See www.games-workshop.com for more info. 

15151515----18th August 200218th August 200218th August 200218th August 2002    BritconBritconBritconBritcon    
Loughborough. See www.bhgs.co.uk/Nationals/INTROPAGE.htm for 
more info. 

29th September 200229th September 200229th September 200229th September 2002    Gamesday 2002Gamesday 2002Gamesday 2002Gamesday 2002    
Games Workshops annual games fest featuring the Golden Demon 
Awards and far more importantly, KROOT, a participation game run by 
us muppets.    

2002 SMS Meetings “The Meet”2002 SMS Meetings “The Meet”2002 SMS Meetings “The Meet”2002 SMS Meetings “The Meet”    
Glebe Hall, Church Street, BasingstokeGlebe Hall, Church Street, BasingstokeGlebe Hall, Church Street, BasingstokeGlebe Hall, Church Street, Basingstoke    

26th March, 9th April, 23rd April, 7th May, 21st May, 4th June, 18th June, 2nd July, 16th July, 
30th July, 13th August,  27th August, 10th September, 24th September, 8th October,  

22nd October, 5th November, 19th November, 3rd December, 17th December    

Bracknell And District (BAD) Wargamers MeetingsBracknell And District (BAD) Wargamers MeetingsBracknell And District (BAD) Wargamers MeetingsBracknell And District (BAD) Wargamers Meetings    
The John Bell Annex, Coopers Hill Community Centre, Crowthrone Road, BracknellThe John Bell Annex, Coopers Hill Community Centre, Crowthrone Road, BracknellThe John Bell Annex, Coopers Hill Community Centre, Crowthrone Road, BracknellThe John Bell Annex, Coopers Hill Community Centre, Crowthrone Road, Bracknell    

28th April, 19th May, 2nd June, 30th June, 21st July, 25th August,  8th September, 
22nd September, 13th October, 3rd November, 17th November, 15th December 

Spiky Club MeetingsSpiky Club MeetingsSpiky Club MeetingsSpiky Club Meetings    
Reading Post Office Social Club, Richfield Avenue, ReadingReading Post Office Social Club, Richfield Avenue, ReadingReading Post Office Social Club, Richfield Avenue, ReadingReading Post Office Social Club, Richfield Avenue, Reading    

Every Thursday 

24th November 200224th November 200224th November 200224th November 2002    Games Workshop Open DayGames Workshop Open DayGames Workshop Open DayGames Workshop Open Day    

27th April 200227th April 200227th April 200227th April 2002    Salute 2002Salute 2002Salute 2002Salute 2002    
The South London Warlords annual event.. Olympia 2, Kensington 
London. £6 to get in. Check out www.salute.co.uk for more info. 

        

Nathan White watches on as 
Nick Jenkin equips his Dark 
Eldar with bug spray.    

As much as I can, I going to 
keep track of what’s going 
on when as far as 
Wargaming events in our 
area are concerned. 
I’ve also included the 
meeting dates for the local 
three clubs in the region as 
well (ourselves, BAD, and 
Spiky). More details about 

BAD Wargamers and 
Spiky Club can be found 
on their websites (www.
bad-wargamers.org and 
www.spikyclub.com 
respectively). 
If anyone knows of 
anything else going on in 
the area or any other 
local clubs, TELL ME!!!!! And I’ll put them on here. 
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Okay, summer’s a coming 
and I’m about to go back into 
fantasy mode. Time to crack 
them magic swords open 
and hire yourself a good 
wizard.    

One hundred and fifty years 
ago, the Southlands were 
ravaged by a Skaven Seer 
named Klaw. Now the reign 
of under-empire here is all 
but a distant memory. The 
ruined cities and towns of 
men were rebuilt, and in 
time grew very prosperous. 
In the west the Orc tribes 
were scattered and divided 
and to the south, the jungle, 
as always held sway over the 
deep south of the continent, 
hiding the ancient creatures 
that first settled this place. 
The dwarven hold of Karak 
Vorn was the only place that 
remembered the evil that 
spread across the land like 
wildfire, all grudges written 

down, awaiting the day they 
would be settled. 
But under the surface Clan 
Klaw is on the rise once 
again. Their campaigns to 
the north, and on the misty 
isle of Albion have come to 
an end. A mysterious 
stranger has been seen 
among their ranks, and the 
most evil creatures in the 
world have gathered under 
the same flag. And although 
men might forget, Klaw 
remembers. He remembers 
a time when his name ruled 
the nightmares of men, and 
all the free peoples. He 
remembers a time when his 
Clan ruled this place and 
tunnelled through the halls 

of Karak Vorn. He 
remembers an age when 
even the fabled Lords of 
Decay feared him. He 
remembers, and he intends 
to make it so once again. 
I’m going to be running the 
“The Return of Klaw” 
campaign through late 
summer, probably playing 
the first grand battle at 
Gamesday IV. The campaign 
will be a classic good vs evil 
affair. Each player will either 
be in the service of Klaw’s 
evil alliance, or an army of 
the free peoples. The player 
with the most wins on the 
winning side, will gain the 
first point. 
Richard KeRichard KeRichard KeRichard Kerryrryrryrry    
(aka Grey Seer Klaw)(aka Grey Seer Klaw)(aka Grey Seer Klaw)(aka Grey Seer Klaw)    

is fought between the forces 
of light, and darkness. 
Entrance on the day will be 
£3 plus ten-forward will be 
there with refreshments. 
Anyone interested please in 
playing Warhammer on the 
day please contact me, just 
contact me anyway if there’s 
anything else you want to 
know about the day. 
Richard KerryRichard KerryRichard KerryRichard Kerry    

On Sunday the 7th July 2002 
at Glebe Hall, SMS, Genesis 
Sci-Fi Club and the Scouts 
will be holding Gamesday IV: 
The Sand of Glebe. All the 
usual suspects will be there 
such as computers games, 
boardgames (a bit of Risk 
anyone?), card games (of 
course including the 
infamous Pit), and in the 
middle of it all the finale of 
the “The Return of Klaw” 
campaign as the final battle 

TH E RE T U R N OF KLAW 
T H E  S O U T H L A N D S  C A M P A I G N  P A R T  2  

 

The terror of the Southlands has arrived. 
Bringing death and destruction, Klaw’s evil alliance has swept over the cities of the free peoples 

It is only at the steeps of the World Edge Mountains that a final stand can be made. 
Here, on the Sands of Glebe the free must defend themselves from the wicked. 

Here the brave, must repel the powerful. 
Here the few, must defeat the horde.Here the few, must defeat the horde.Here the few, must defeat the horde.Here the few, must defeat the horde.    

“Manthing. Me’s hears 
you’s on Albion. 

MINE. Go away. 
Takes foul horses with’s 

you. You stays in de 
fens and you’s die. This 

island, MINE.” 

The last known words of Grey Seer Klaw 
to the Bretonnian lord, Brave Sir Robin 
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Well campers, the league is 
going at break neck pace. 
The top guys (who have all 
played lots of games) seem 
to be pulling ahead of the 
pack, those behind have all 
got one thing in common, 
you’ve all got to play more 
games! Believe me, it’s the 
easiest way to pick up 
points. 
As time has gone on 
questions have been asked 
of me involving the way that 
the league runs. All these 
questioners seem to make 
the same common mistake, 
assuming that I put any 
thought into it to begin with. 
So for all those that have 
gone to the extreme lengths 
of forming a sentence in 
order to ask about the 
league, I’ll endeavour to 
answer them here, as I’ve 
had a chance to think about 
it by now. Also remember 
that if you don’t agree with 
my judgements then tough, 
Ha Ha Ha (rub hands 
gleefully). So here for your 
eyes only, is the league Q&A: 
Q) Q) Q) Q) What does the winner 
get? 
A) A) A) A) Yes, the winner receives 
the (soon to be) acclaimed 
“Pixie Jam trophy”, there will 
also be a prize for the runner 
up, and the most sporting 
player. This will be 
dependant on you guys, so 
please tell me know of any 
opponents that you really 
admire for they’re 
sportsmanship, or 
alternatively, tell me if your 
playing a total goyt! 
Q) Q) Q) Q) Can I concede league 
games? 
A) A) A) A) Yes, however league 
games must run at least 4 
turns, as you never know 
what surprises a game might 
throw up no matter how 
badly you may think your 
doing. If someone really 
doesn’t want to continue 
with a game before they 
reach turn 4 then simply 
refer to the total goyt rule as 
mentioned above. Any game 
abandoned before its 
ultimate ending will be 

judged by myself, 
Richard, or Paul, 
and a decision 
will be made on 
whether or not a 
bonus point has 
been earned or 
not. Please note 
that these 
decisions will be 
totally arbitrary 
and will depend 
on how we may 
be feeling at the 
time! 
Also, while I’m 
talking to you 
about the league, 
I have a question 
for you, would 
you like there to 
be two leagues, 
with a promotion 
and relegation 
battle fought out 
every time. This 
would have the advantage of 
having fewer people in each 
league, so completing the 
games needed more quickly, 
and also it would help as the 
club grows and the league 
gets bigger. As it 
stands there are 13 
people in the league, 
and that means that 
every person needs 
too play 24 league 
games before the 
trophy can be 
awarded. As the clubs 
membership grows 
more people will 
ultimately join the 
league, and more and 
more games are going 
to be needed in order 
to get a winner. So 
what’s the answer, 
well my plan is to split 
the current league 
players into two 
groups, a first and 
second division if you 
like. Please let me 
know your views on 
this plan. I’ll assume 
no news is good news, 
so if you disagree 
you’d better make a 
point of telling me.  
That’s all the news 
from the front lines for 
now, so it’s so long 

from Other Muppet, (for the 
time being). And I’ll see you 
in the tenches!  
Fetch me the Holy Hand 
Grenade of Antiock. 

THE SMS 
LE AG U E 2002 

The league is a chance for 
members to test each 
other’s metal.  
A win is worth 2 points, A 
draw is worth 1 point, A loss 
is worth 0 points. A Bonus of 
1 point is earned, if you 
totally wipe out your enemy.    
Note: A draw is any result 
where the winning margin is 
10% or less of the starting 
values of the armies 
involved. If the chosen 
scenario uses differing sized 
armies for attacker and 
defender then use the total 
of the defender. 
Other MuppetOther MuppetOther MuppetOther Muppet    
David OffenDavid OffenDavid OffenDavid Offen----JamesJamesJamesJames    

Alternative Bonus Point ConditionsAlternative Bonus Point ConditionsAlternative Bonus Point ConditionsAlternative Bonus Point Conditions    
Also I’ve been toying with idea of alternative 
Bonus point conditions for league games. 
You can always revert to the wipe out rule in 
preference to these (as yet) untried ideas, 
as they won’t suit all types of games, 
however, for Warhammer, and 40K I think 
they may be rather fun. 
Both players simply have to roll a D6 at the 
start of their battle, and refer to the results 
table below. Note that the joy of this system 
is that the loser of a battle may still achieve 
their objective so securing a bonus point. 
That should please Richard Cox at least! 
Dice Roll: 
1.Survive the battle with over 50% of your 

army intact. (Units falling back, or below 
half strength don’t count), damaged 
vehicles are worth ½ points. 

2.Wipe Out your opponent totally! 
3.Destroy your enemy’s most expensive 

unit. 
4.Control your opponent’s original 

deployment zone. 
5.Destroy all your enemy’s troop choice 

regiments. 
6.Break your opponents army  to less than 

25% of its original models. 

PlayerPlayerPlayerPlayer    WonWonWonWon    DrawnDrawnDrawnDrawn    LostLostLostLost    BonusBonusBonusBonus    Total PointsTotal PointsTotal PointsTotal Points    

Richard Kerry 5 0 1 3 13131313    

Matthew Pinto 3 2 1 2 10101010    

Nathan Yates 3 0 1 3 9999    

David Offen-James 4 0 1 0 8888    

Ross McNaughton 1 2 2 0 4444    

Nick Doran 0 3 1 0 3333    

Dave Driver 1 0 1 0 2222    

The Hall Of Fame 24/3/02The Hall Of Fame 24/3/02The Hall Of Fame 24/3/02The Hall Of Fame 24/3/02    

Nick Jenkin 1 0 1 0 2222    

Tony Walls 1 0 1 0 2222    

Paul Russell 1 0 3 0 2222    

Richard Cox 0 1 3 0 1111    

Peter Hibbett 0 0 2 0 0000    

Nathan White 0 0 2 0 0000    



What's this Team: Muppet 
business? Well, while the 
SMS is a fairly 'low power' 
organisation (playing for fun 
rather than seriously), Team: 
Muppet is a team of would 
be tournament players. 
Reason behind doing this is 
twofold. Firstly, I'll like to play 
some tournaments. Alright 
that might seem a little 
selfish, but the main reason 
to play in tournaments is to 
measure your own skill 
against players you don't 
normally play, and hopefully 
improve in leaps and bounds 
in the progress. And having 
played a tournament player 
in the not to distant past my 
skills need to be improved (a 
lot). 
The second reason is purely 
social, meet folk from 
different clubs, drink, do 
some more drinking, and 
possibly followed by a bit of 
drinking. And lastly, wouldn't 
it be nice to bring some 
trophies home at some 
point? Extremely unlikely at 
the moment but who knows 
what the future might bring 
(apart from an Eldar Farseer 
perhaps).    

OK, we are three months into 
2002, so what’s Team: 
Muppet been up to? 
Well, the first ever outing for 
Team: Muppet was the 
Legacy of Horus campaign 
weekend organised by 
another local club 
(Spikyclub) and held at the 
newly refitted Warhammer 
World in Nottingham. You 
can read more about that on 
the opposite page, but 
suffice to say not everything 
went exactly to plan. 
Next up was St Valantine’s 
Day Aftermath II, another 
Spiky Club event this time in 
Reading. Unfortunately due 
to other commitments most 

of us weren’t able to make 
despite it just being around 
the corner. Doh! 
So what’s next? Well, on the 
11th May tickets going on 
sale for the second heat of 
the UK Warhammer 40,000 
Grand Tournament and I am 
definitely going to that one. 
However, if you want to go, 
be quick because the tickets 
will go really fast despite 
being £40 a piece (heat one 
was sold out before the end 
of the weekend). However, 
after doing the Legacy of 
Horus weekend I think the 
GT should be a hell of a lot of 
fun, and the more muppets 
there the better. 

And not mentioned on the 
list below (because I don’t 
have a date yet) is 
Starsmash III, another 
tournament run by Spiky 
Club, this time at Colours 
(the big wargames show at 
the Hexagon in Reading) 
probably sometime in 
September. 
Richard KerryRichard KerryRichard KerryRichard Kerry    
Major MuppetMajor MuppetMajor MuppetMajor Muppet 
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21st April 200221st April 200221st April 200221st April 2002    WarWarWarWar----MusterMusterMusterMuster    
Farnborough Wargames Society Warmaster Tournament. Email Wayne 
Rozier at Wayne@clara.net for more info 

15151515----16th June 200216th June 200216th June 200216th June 2002    WPS Weymouth WaaghWPS Weymouth WaaghWPS Weymouth WaaghWPS Weymouth Waagh    
Warhammer/WH40K event. See www.players-society.com for more info. 
Closing date for entries 26th May 2002. 

6666----7th July 20027th July 20027th July 20027th July 2002    WPS Warmaster GTWPS Warmaster GTWPS Warmaster GTWPS Warmaster GT    
Iron Acton, Bristol. See www.players-society.com for more info. Closing 
date for entries 16th June 2002. 

13131313----14th July 200214th July 200214th July 200214th July 2002    Attack! 2002Attack! 2002Attack! 2002Attack! 2002    
Devizes & Distict Wargames Group annual con, including a WH40K 
tournament 

27272727----28th July 200228th July 200228th July 200228th July 2002    UK Warhammer Grand Tournament Heat 1UK Warhammer Grand Tournament Heat 1UK Warhammer Grand Tournament Heat 1UK Warhammer Grand Tournament Heat 1 

3333----4th August 20024th August 20024th August 20024th August 2002    UK Warhammer 40,000 Grand Tournament Heat 1UK Warhammer 40,000 Grand Tournament Heat 1UK Warhammer 40,000 Grand Tournament Heat 1UK Warhammer 40,000 Grand Tournament Heat 1    

12121212----13th October13th October13th October13th October    Warhammer 40,000 Campaign WeekendWarhammer 40,000 Campaign WeekendWarhammer 40,000 Campaign WeekendWarhammer 40,000 Campaign Weekend    
GW Event. 

26262626----27th October 200227th October 200227th October 200227th October 2002    UK Warhammer Grand Tournament Heat 2UK Warhammer Grand Tournament Heat 2UK Warhammer Grand Tournament Heat 2UK Warhammer Grand Tournament Heat 2    
Tickets go on sale  

2222----3rd November 20023rd November 20023rd November 20023rd November 2002    UK Warhammer 40,000 Grand Tournament Heat 2UK Warhammer 40,000 Grand Tournament Heat 2UK Warhammer 40,000 Grand Tournament Heat 2UK Warhammer 40,000 Grand Tournament Heat 2    
Tickets go on sale 11th May 2002. Expect them to go quick! 

9999----10th November 10th November 10th November 10th November 
2002200220022002    

WPS Warhammer GTWPS Warhammer GTWPS Warhammer GTWPS Warhammer GT    
Includes a Warhammer 40000 event. Sutton Coldifield, Birmingham. 
See www.players-society.com for more info. Closing date for entries is 
20th October 2002. 

30303030----1st December 20021st December 20021st December 20021st December 2002    WPS Warhammer 40K GTWPS Warhammer 40K GTWPS Warhammer 40K GTWPS Warhammer 40K GT    
Sutton Coldifield, Birmingham. See www.players-society.com for more 
info. Closing date for entries is 10th November 2002. 

1st March 20021st March 20021st March 20021st March 2002    WPS Blood Bowl Grand TournamentWPS Blood Bowl Grand TournamentWPS Blood Bowl Grand TournamentWPS Blood Bowl Grand Tournament    
Liverpool. See www.players-society.com for more info. 

3333----4th May 20034th May 20034th May 20034th May 2003    UK Warhammer Grand Tournament FinalUK Warhammer Grand Tournament FinalUK Warhammer Grand Tournament FinalUK Warhammer Grand Tournament Final    

7777----8th June 20038th June 20038th June 20038th June 2003    UK Warhammer 40,000 Grand Tournament FinalUK Warhammer 40,000 Grand Tournament FinalUK Warhammer 40,000 Grand Tournament FinalUK Warhammer 40,000 Grand Tournament Final    

14th June 200314th June 200314th June 200314th June 2003    WPS Weymouth Waaagh!WPS Weymouth Waaagh!WPS Weymouth Waaagh!WPS Weymouth Waaagh!    



Oh yes, I suspect the tale 
has done the rounds a long 
time before you read this. 
Far too early on a Saturday 
morning, four brave Muppets 
got up to go to Nottingham 
(well, three brave Muppets 
anyway, Ross didn't actually 
go to sleep because he was 
still painting his army). Team: 
Muppet was heading up for 
the first ever Gaming Club 
Network Campaign 
Weekend, run by our 
counterparts from Reading's 
Spiky Club. And... we got as 
far as Banbury before Tony's 
car died. All things 
considered this was a slight 
problem however one AA 
man and four bacon rolls 
later we were rescued by the 
wonderful Miss Russell  - I 
can't stress this enough: 

THANK YOU, RUTH  
So a few hours later we were 
back on the road again in car 
number three, bombing up to 
our destination. At 15:30 we 
arrived, some 10 hours after 
we set out. Upon arrival each 
of us tagged onto one of the 
existing domains and then it 
was straight on with a bit of 
war. First up I was facing a 
Dark Angel's player. Now, 
since I hadn't played against 
Space Marines in an awfully 
long time and then wasn't 
too good, I was expecting to 
get trashed. However, since 
my army had been changed 
quite a bit on the past couple 
of months, I was surprised to 
see it worked extremely well. 
Highlights included wiping 
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out his most 
expensive 
unit with my 
Wraithlord 
on the first 
turn and a 
guy with a 
pistol taking 
out a Land 
Speeder. 
First blood 
to me then.  
Elsewhere 
in the hall, 
Dave's 
Imperial 
Guard were 
having a 

really hard time against 
another Guard player (our 
man was cheated of victory 
by a super-charged tank 
taking the objective at the 
last moment), and Ross held 
out to draw against his 
opponent. However Tony had 
possibly the weirdest game 
of the entire weekend. With 
his army almost totally wiped 
out, two drones rallied, 
gunned down a couple of 
marines, and then captured 
the objective on the final 
turn. Nicely done.  Day two, 
round one: As luck would 
have it, my team was drawn 
against Dave's in the first 
round of the day, so grudge 
match! Things were looking 
scary, until we found 
out we were fighting at 
night. This made most 
of Dave's long range 
weaponry redundant 
and the result wasn't 
pretty as my Eldar 
charged straight along 
his lines. I suspect I'm 
going to pay for that 
later. Missing Muppet 
was paying for his 
extreme 'jammyiness' 
in the previous battle 
and lost, while Ross 
held another player to 
another draw.  The final 
round was entitled 
'Carnage'. All of the 
players faced random 
opponents and the aim 
was to just wiped your 
enemy. This time I was 
up against another 
Guard player, however 

unlike Dave's guys, this lot 
were setup to be extremely 
defensive. Same theory 
applied, and although I took 
a few more casualties, my 
Eldar worked their way 
straight along as lines, and I 
was only robbed of victory 
because we ran out of time. 
Tony, whose domain was 
winning at this point, was 
getting hammered until his 
reserves from his entire 
domain arrived. However 
time was short and he was 
left with a draw as well. 
Playing against a Black 
Templar army, Dave was in 
his element and steadily 
moving towards victory until 
almost an entirely fresh 
marine army arrived as re-
enforcements. In the end he 
was just happy to have 
survived with a draw. Ross of 
course also drew his game.  
So when the dust settled, the 
members of Team: Muppet 
had put in quite a good 
account of themselves. My 
team, The Collective, came 
in third; but Tony's team won 
the day, perhaps slightly 
making up for his extremely 
naff luck with the car.  
Richard KerryRichard KerryRichard KerryRichard Kerry    
Major MuppetMajor MuppetMajor MuppetMajor Muppet    

DE F E AT E D IN… LENT O N 
T H E  L E G A C Y  O F  H O R U S  C A M P A I G N  W E E K E N D  

T H E  F I N A L  R E S U L T S :  

The Motley Crew 3850 points  
G Force 3700 points 
The Collective 3275 points 
Gobstyks 3250 points 
Hells Mouth Crusaders 2950 points 
The Wombats 2800 points 
The A-Team 2700 points 
The Minotaur’s Head Cases 2625 
Hive Fleet Waagh! 2424 points 
Terra’s Terrors 2300 points 
Da Cella Boyz 2200 points 
Easy Meat 1800 points 
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Any of you that 
have read any 
of the army 
fluff that 
resides on our 
favourite web 
site, will have 
already seen a 
brief 
description of 
how the forces 
of Pretoria 
were first 
formed. 
However Main Muppet has 
asked me to update you on 
how the guys have evolved 
over the last year, as they 
have now been tested (i.e. 
failed dismally!), and the 
Imperial Administratum has 
forced major changes on 
them. To compete you have 
to KILL! 
So I had to return to the 
drawing board, and work out 
what was going wrong. Well 
for starters I was losing, after 
careful pondering I decided 
that that didn’t help very 
much. 
Ok so why was I losing? I 
began to analyse all the 
units separately, to try to see 
which ones were letting the 
side down. I decided to start 
at the top and work my way 
down. My command squad 
was a definite problem. The 
idea was sound. A Chimera 
full of guys armed with 
flamers, and a Captain 
and Commissar to mop 
up the survivors. The 
flamers not having to 
role to hit really helps 
this squad to inflict 
damage, the problem 
was, what to do after 
the turn that they bail 
out of their transport. 
They were always just 
counter charged, or 
shot to pieces. The 
answer I concluded, 
was to ditch the 
Commissar (as he 
always died before 
being able to use his 
power fist), Then I 
replaced the Captain 
with a Colonel and 
placed him in a unit 
near the rear, where 

his leadership can spread 
throughout the back of the 
army. Also command squads 
can take heavy weapons 
without paying an extra cost 
so I gave him a lascannon 
crew. I still wanted to have 
the flamer unit, so I 
upgraded the Sub Command 
squad with two flamers, and 
a Preacher and Officer, both 
with Bolter/Flamers, 
(Result). 
Next the Ogryons, They are 
supposed to advance in their 
Chimera, and assault the 
enemy so holding up their 
advance, however, the truth 
was that their tank would 
explode halfway up the field, 
leaving the big guys exposed 
and in the open. The result 
was that they always got 
shot up by instant death 
weapons, (Ogryons are only 
toughness four). They had to 

go, if they do re-
emerge in the 
future it will be at 
the back ready to 
counter attack, 
but a sit back 
army is not the 
style that I’m 
trying to achieve.  
My other decision 
was that I simply 
didn’t have 
enough plebs. 
Guardsmen are 

weak and feeble, and its 
easy to think that you should 
take less bods and more 
“good stuff” (ok tanks). 
However a Guard army has 
to be able to absorb 
casualties, so it’s important 
to have a decent number to 
start with.  
The only units that have 
survived this major reshuffle 
are the Lascannon anti tank 
unit, the ever reliable 
Basilisk, and, best of all the 
Sentinels. These guys don’t 
look very good on paper, but 
they have this habit of 
annoying the hell out of your 
opponent, and attracting 
most of his heavy weapons 
fire. The golden rule with 
these guys is if they don’t get 
blown up, you haven’t been 
annoying enough with them.  
All of these changes came 

about after attending a 
gaming weekend at 
Warhammer World; I 
found that playing a 
series of battles with the 
same army, against 
varying opponents, taught 
me an awful lot about 
what works and what 
doesn’t. This method I 
would recommend to 
anyone. 
So there you go, I’ll 
update you on how this 
lot gets on in the near 
future, and you may even 
get to try your hand 
against them before that!  
See you across the 
Universe. 
David OffienDavid OffienDavid OffienDavid Offien----JamesJamesJamesJames    
Other Muppet.Other Muppet.Other Muppet.Other Muppet.    

CR E AT I N G AN ARM Y 
T H E  9 T H  P R E T O R I A N  R I F L E S  

Before Dave head back into 
marine mode again, here’s a 
bit about the 9th Pretorian 
Rifles and all those lovely 
tanks.    

“The Colonel has a 
unique way of  

constructing his force on 
Ix, and has managed to 

create more than the 
usual defensive style 
platoon normally 

associated with Imperial 
Guard Regiments raised 
from planetary drafts. 

This could prove to be a 
great asset to any 

spearhead offensive and 
I therefore recommend 

that they form the 
vanguard of  any 

invasion plan in the 
Baracus sector.” 

Commissar Dominec Farranti 
Ix attachment to 

9th Pretorian Rifles Regiment 
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Okay, I’ll admit this from the 
start, this whole 
“tournament” thing was my 
idea. Happy Now? Well 
tough. And to make 
things even worst I’m 
going to tell you about 
how my tournament 
army came into being. 
It all started last year 
during a game against 
Al Pidwell from Spiky 
Club. Now admittedly 
Al is a bit of a veteran 
but even so my Pixies 
got slaughtered. Why? 
Well, as a mostly 
infantry based army 
my warhost was fairly 
vulnerable to everything in 
Al’s Black Templar army, and 
worst still, with no transports 
my elite close 
combat guys 
were getting 
shot up before 
they got up 
close to the 
enemy. The 
final insult 
was the Land 
Raider 
Crusader 
which proved 
to be largely 
invulnerable 
to any of my 
ranged 
weapons and 
had to be 
finally 
removed by 
my Wraithlord 
punching it! 
Not good. 
So when I 
started 
looking at my 
army one 
thing was 
clear, it needed to be faster; 
I needed transports. Lucky 
eldar have access to about 
the best transport vehicle in 
the game, the Wave Serpent, 
but unfortunately these are 
only available as Forgeworld 
models which aren’t cheap. 
However these things have 
to be done so I got two of 
them, one each for my two 
close combat squads. And 
because I knew I’d be facing 
opponents with Land 

Raider’s and the like, each 
Serpent came equipped with 
a couple of bright lances so 
they could go tank hunting. 

The next thing on the list was 
troops. Here I opted for a bit 

of short range firepower, 
something lacking amongst 
the Banshees and Scorpions. 
So two squads of Guardian 
Defenders got added in. And 
then to help them soften up 
targets I also added a small 
Jetbike squadron (mainly 
because they look nice). 
That just left the heavy 
firepower units to choose. I’d 
already ruled out using any 
stationary options such as 
Dark Reapers or Support 

Weapons, this army had to 
work on the move so my first 
choice was my Falcon Grav 
Tank. If nothing else it would 

give my opponents 
something to shoot at 
other than the Wave 
Serpents and would be 
idea for hunting light 
and medium armoured 
vehicles. 
Although it was going 
to be slow compared to 
the rest of the army, 
my next choice had to 
be the Wraithlord. This 
beast was the only 
thing that seemed to 

work against Al’s templars 
and is very handy against 
marines. The theory was, the 
wraithlord could absorb the 

enemy’s 
firepower 
whilst the 
rest of the 
army ripped 
them to 
shreds. 
Together 
with Janira 
(my farseer), 
this lot left 
me with just 
enough 
points for a 
small unit of 
Swooping 
Hawks 
(otherwise 
known as an 
exarch 
delivery 
system). 
Again, this 
was a unit 
that I 
particular 
like the look 
of (especially 

the heavily converted exarch) 
and I knew that against 
lightly armoured opponents 
they could be lethal. 
So there it is, speed and 
huge amounts of firepower, 
just the way an eldar army 
should be. 
Richard KerryRichard KerryRichard KerryRichard Kerry    
MMMMajor Muppetajor Muppetajor Muppetajor Muppet    
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CR E AT I N G AN ARM Y,  PA RT 2 
R A T H - T O R H A N  C R A F T W O R L D  

Hey, its me again! I’ve been 
playing eldar since I’ve got 
back into WH40K a few 
years ago and now my Rath-
Torhan forces are beginning 
to fill out a bit, giving me 
quite a good choice troops. 
Hopefully once I’ve got a few 
more units finished I’ll have 
enough time to start working 
on my Blood Angels army.    One unfinished Wave Serpent 

RATHRATHRATHRATH----TORHAN WARHOST TORHAN WARHOST TORHAN WARHOST TORHAN WARHOST ---- 1497 points 1497 points 1497 points 1497 points    
HQHQHQHQ    
Farseer w/shuriken pistol, witchblade & mindwar power 
ElitesElitesElitesElites    
9 Howling Banshees plus Exarch w/executioner & acrobatic power 
plus Wave Serpent w/linked bright lances 
9 Striking Scorpions plus Exarch w/scorpion’s claw 
plus Wave Serpent w/linked bright lances 
TroopsTroopsTroopsTroops    
7 Guardians plus star canon grav platform & crew 
plus Warlock w/close combat weapons and shuriken pistol 
14 Guardians 
plus Warlock w/witchblade, shuriken pistol & destructor power 
Fast AttackFast AttackFast AttackFast Attack    
3 Guardian Jetbikes 
4 Swooping Hawks plus Exarch w/web of 
skulls & shuriken pistol, & sustained 
assault power 
Heavy SupportHeavy SupportHeavy SupportHeavy Support    
Falcon Grav Tank w/scatter laser 
Wraithlord w/starcanon 
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Gamesday III: The Siege of 
Glebe started with the usual 
level of chaos and confusion 
that accompanies anything 
where I make up the rules 
the night beforehand. Each 

player would fight two 
battles. One against a 
randomly drawn opponent, 
and then one against the 
best matched player from 
the previous round. The total 
of these two results, plus the 
margins of victory, would 
determine the victor. The 
first games saw Dave Drivers 
Ultramarines matched 
against Tony Walls new Tau 
army; Gary Bazett's new Orks 
against Richard Cox's Eldar; 
Paul Russell's Wych Cult 
army against Little Nick's 
Worldeaters; even littler 
Callum Miggs' Dark Eldar (on 
loan from Paul) against 
Grant Allen's Space Wolves; 
Dave James' Imperial Guard 
against Ross McNaughton's 
Orks; and my Eldar against 
Nathan Jates Tau. 
Annoyingly both Nick and 
Grant did really well in there 
battles, gaining the best two 

results in round one. 
Elsewhere Tony wiped 
Dave's Ultramarines, while 
Gary did much the same to 
Richard's Eldar. However 
both other two games were 

much more 
closely fought. 
Against Ross, 
Dave's Imperial 
Guard 
managed to 
pull off a solid 
if not 
spectacular 
victory. And 
against 
Nathan, my 
Eldar walked 
through most 
of his troops 

before stopping dead in front 
of his rather nasty 
commander and bodyguard. 
But with enough victory 
points scored to win already, 

their survival was irritating 
but not a problem. 
With a bit of time to spare, a 
few friendlies (??) followed 
whilst the wondorful people 
in ten-forward (Helen and 

Ruth) started 
handing out bacon 
rolls. 
Anyway, food eaten, 
Unreal conquered, 
our players 
returned so it was 
on to round two. 
This time round it 
was Grant vs Nick, 
Gary vs Tony (funny 
as they had both 
fought a friendly 
battle a few 
moments before), 
Dave (James) vs 

myself (greeted with "Oh 
god", thanks Dave), Nathan 
vs Paul, Ross vs Dave 
(Driver) and Callum vs 
Richard. 
Whilst Nick and Grant were 
throwing insults at each 
other, Tony's Tau got wiped 
for a second time by Gary. 
Ross did much the same to 
Mr Diver's marines, and after 
Dave James finished pulling 
back his Imperial Guard 
away from my Eldar, I was 
able to blast through his 
army. In the end, round two 
seemed to be full of such 
battles, and despite having 
better matched opponents, 
most of the games swung 
heavily to one side. 

In the end a many brave 
soldier have fallen but Glebe 
remains an Imperial city, with 
the Space Wolves of Grant 
Allen winning through. Damn 
them! 
Richard KerryRichard KerryRichard KerryRichard Kerry    
Chief MuppetChief MuppetChief MuppetChief Muppet 

GL E B E UND E R SI E G E 
G A M E S D A Y  I I I  R E V I E W  

T H E  F I N A L  R E S U L T S :  

1st Grant Allen 3052 VPs 

2nd Gary Bazett  2798 VPs 

3rd Richard Kerry 2399 VPs  

4th Nathan Jates 2316 VPs 

5th Nick Doran 2137 VPs 
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At the Bracknell and District 
Wargames Club (B.A.D. 
Wargamers) our aim is to 
ensure that all of those in 
attendance enjoy 
themselves, and that any 
"discussions" about the rules 
be settled after the game so 
as not to detract from the 
fun of the game itself.  
The club started life, as 
many wargames Clubs do, 
with a few friends meeting at 
someone's house, back in 
the very late seventies at 
Crowthorne in Berkshire. 
Since those days, the club 
has seen both increases and 
declines in its membership, 
and moved to its present 
location at the Coopers Hill 
Community Centre in 
Bracknell, where we meet 
from 10:00 am through to 
6:00 pm on one Sunday 
every month. (ed - the next 
BAD meeting is the 28th 
April). 

 These original members 
started playing wargames 
using historical armies, 
Napoleonic's, English Civil 
War and armies from the 
Ancient period. Many of 
these armies are still in 
existence even now! More 
recently however, we have 
started to play some of 
Games Workshop's games 

in a drive to attract some of 
the more junior players to 
the club. Some of our more 
'seasoned' players have even 
built their own armies to use 
in these battles. Our main 
concern now is that we run 
out of tables should 
everyone turn up at the 
same time! 
As well as the traditional 
figure gaming, we also have 
a networked computer 
gaming session once every 
two meetings. Currently we 
meet once a month, but 
plans are afoot to increase 
this. For a full list of all of our 
dates for 2002, please 
check our club website at 
http://www.bad-
wargamers.org/ (or if 
you’re really lazy, they’re 
on page 3 - ed). 
In past times the club has 
played in and hosted a 
series of competitions, and 
although these have not 
been on the to do list the 
last couple of years - due 

mainly to a serious fall in 
membership, the intention is 
to start these up again in 
2003. We hope to get an 
Inter-club mini league going 
between 4 to 6 of the local 
clubs, there are plans to 
invite other clubs over to play 
in large multiplayer games, 
and starting next year we 
plan to re-instate our Club 
Open Day involving 
competitions, participation 
games and maybe even a 
trader or two. Once again 
keep checking the website 
as details will be posted 
once they have been 
confirmed. 
So if you want to play for 
eight hours straight, against 
people you may have never 
met before, why not come 
along to our next meeting 
and have some fun, it'll be 
worth it, trust me! 
Gary BazettGary BazettGary BazettGary Bazett    
BAD Muppet (sorry Gary)BAD Muppet (sorry Gary)BAD Muppet (sorry Gary)BAD Muppet (sorry Gary) 
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WE L C O M E TO TH E B.A.D.  
WO R LD OF WA RG A M ES 

Gary Bazett has been an 
occasional visitor up to SMS 
and Genesis since we ran 
the first Gamesday and 
Helen managed to find a 
load of wargamers sitting on 
her doorstep. 
He’s also one of the main 
people up at BAD and has a 
very nice dark eldar army, so 
he can’t be all bad, can 
he????? 

And if anyone’s interested, 
BAD have invited us to a big 
Imperial versus Aliens 
WH40K battle at their 28th 
April meeting. 

Gary Bazett, unmasked! 

A Bio Titan by Neil Parry 

One of those little Baneblade 
things, part of Erik Wreford’s 

Complete Armoured Company 

doorstep). Anyway, the whole 
idea of the network is to 
provide a forum for clubs 
help each other out, setup 
club tournaments, and 
provide a comprehensive list 
of clubs so people know 
where clubs are in their area 
and who to contact. 
As well as all this, the 
through GW’s involvement, 
the GCN is gaining the 
opportunity to get involved in 
GW events such as the 
Conflict events and 

Okay, this might look like I 
just needed to fill some 
space in the Newsletter 
(which I do) but there’s 
serious point to this article, 
honest. 
For those of you who don’t 
already know, the Gaming 
Club Network (GCN for short) 
is a relatively new club 
network setup by Games 
Workshop and a couple of 
the big clubs from all across 
the country (including Spiky 
Club who are virtually on our 

Gamesday (because of this 
we’re going to be a Zulu 
based game at Gamesday 
this year, speak to Other 
Muppet for more info). 
I much as I can I intend to 
get involved, so if anyone has 
any bright ideas, or wants to 
sit in on a GCN meeting, let 
me know and we’ll try and 
organise something. 
This space has now been 
filled, so on with the show… 
Richard KerryRichard KerryRichard KerryRichard Kerry    
Chief MuppetChief MuppetChief MuppetChief Muppet    

TH E GA M I N G CLU B NETWO RK For more information about 
the Gaming Network check 
out: www.gamingclub.org.uk 



Occurring in the Month of 
Marpenoth, 

a tenday after the festival of 
Highharvestide, in The year 

of Wild Magic. 
Day 1 “If you go down to the 
woods today, watch out for 
the many eyes” 
Four friends from the Village 
of Starside are returning 
home after a successful 
Higharvestide festival in the 
city of Loudwater.  They are 
travelling on a wagon owned 
by Bobby Carter, still 
smelling of fish from the 
salted casks that Bobby, as 
usual, took to the city to 
supply the revelry of the 
harvest festival.  Pearl, 
similarly, has been trading 
her fathers salted venison, 
and Fred weapons from his 
father’s forge.  They where 
joined on their return journey 
by Rob Fairweather, bringing 
his mother belated holiday 
gifts and greetings. 
The road from Loudwater to 
the village of Starside passes 
around the Highside Woods.  
The Woods are infamous for 
the webs spread by the 
countless numbers of 
spiders that keep the woods 
perilous.  Most of the spiders 
are of mundane side and 
temperament, although 
specimens of giant spider 
have been captured by those 
foolhardy enough to venture 
within. 
The most perilous part of the 
journey is the narrow place 
when the river sweeps close 
the woods, leaving little 
space on either side of the 
road.  It is a dark, overhung, 
foreboding place, so it came 
as little surprise when three 
arrows twunked into the side 
of the wagon. 
With some presence of mind 
Bobby urges the drays to a 
standstill while his three 
friends tumbled from the 
wagon and away from the 
trees.  More arrows split 
splinters from the far side of 
the wagon as Rob and Fred 
strung their bows, while 
Pearl’s brow creased in 

concentration as she 
considered how to find out 
how to see their attackers 
without sticking her head 
around the wagon. 
With a pained grunt Bobby 
drops down to join them and 
begins to ready his own bow 
while Rob and Fred move to 
either end ready to return 
fire, and Pearl crawls under 
the wagon to get a clearer 
view of their opponents.  
They wait until the next volley 
of arrows his the wagon-side, 
then step out and return fire.   
Straining to see through the 
trees Rob tells the others 
that he can see five or more 
small humanoid figures, 
each armed with a short 
bow.   The others follow his 
gaze, take aim and fire.  Fred 
and Bobby manage to wound 
their opponents, while Rob is 
taking some kind of mad 
revenge against a tree and 
Pearl begins to pray to the 
Goddess Selune.  With a 
final chant, Pearl waves her 
hands through the air and 
creates several gallons of 
water above the head of one 
of the attackers. 
The two groups exchanged 
fire twice more, with Pearl 
soaking another in water and 
Rob finally managing to aim 
at something other than a 
tree.  Then the attackers 
pulled back into the trees, 
leaving their injured upon 
the ground.  Rob watched 
than scuttle up into the trees 
in a manner that seemed 
quite unnerving and alien to 
his knowledge of nature. 
Hesitantly, in case the 
attackers returned, the 
friends edged out from 
behind the wagon.  
Examining the fallen foes 
they found them to by 
halflings, 2-3 ft tall with 
ashen-black skin, short, 
almost bristling hair and 
thick stubble.  They where 
dressed in darkened leather 
armour and had an odd 
symbol made up of four 
curving lines meeting at a 
peak tattooed onto their 
foreheads. 

Removing the arrows from 
the side of the wagon, Pearl 
notices that the arrow-heads 
are covered with a black, 
viscous liquid.  Being careful 
not to touch it she wraps 
several of the arrows in a 
cloth for later examination. 
Rob informed his 
companions that Lord Tellic 
of Loudwater is offering a 
bounty of 10 pieces of gold 
for each of these Ashen-
Halflings delivered, dead or 
alive, to the Order of Light.  
After a brief discussion the 
friends decide that they 
cannot make it back to 
Loudwater that day, so they 
decide to take the bodies on 
to Highside and return with 
them to Loudwater the next 
day.  They move the four 
fallen foes onto the back of 
the cart, cover them, and 
continue on their way. 
Half a mile or so along the 
road they see smoke rising 
from a fire in the distance.  
They cautiously approach a 
bend in the road, also 
notorious for ambushes by 
the humanoid tribes of Orcs, 
Ogres and Goblins that infest 
the area.   Rounding a rock 
promontory they some 
across a deserted campsite, 
the fire still burning.  The 
area has been disturbed by a 
battle, blood and arrows still 
litter the ground, although 
there is no sign of 
combatants from either side.  
The arrows resemble those 
that Pearl has wrapped in 
cloth, and Rob suspects that 
the campsite was a small 
Ogre tribe waiting to ambush 
travellers on the road. 
The travellers arrive back in 
Highside that evening 
without further incident, 
although weary and still on 
edge, although agreed that 
they will meet up the next 
day to return to Loudwater 
for the bounty.  They go to 
consult with Pearls mother, 
the village Priestess Rachael 
Dewhurst.  Rachael informs 
the friends that the village 
was attacked by Ogre tribes 
early that morning, but the 
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Looks like our Tony has 
slipped back into old habits 
and must put down his 
Fantasy Lizards and 40K Tau 
in favour of his trusty DM 
hat. If you want to roleplay 
this is your man. 

PPPPrinciple Castrinciple Castrinciple Castrinciple Cast    
Fred WhitworthFred WhitworthFred WhitworthFred Whitworth, a black-
smith apprenticed to his 
father’s forge, a tinkerer who 
daydreams more than he 
works, his mind filled with 
gadgets and machines, fan-
ciful buildings, and grand 
designs.  
Rob FairweatherRob FairweatherRob FairweatherRob Fairweather, a half-
elven forester.  He finds him-
self somewhat of an outsider 
from the mainly human vil-
lage where his mother works 
as a netsmith for one of the 
many ships that fish the 
Highstar lake.  Rob spends 
most of his time with his 
elven father, a brother in the 
Ashen Order, from whom he 
is learning the ways of the 
wild. 
Pearl DewhurstPearl DewhurstPearl DewhurstPearl Dewhurst, the spinster 
daughter of the village 
butcher.  Pearl wants to fol-
low in the footsteps of her 
brother James, a holy solider 
fighting in a distant land for 
the glory of Torm, the God of 
Duty, although her mother 
does not approve. 
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Militia managed to fend 
them off.  The Militia have 
followed the tribes back into 
the High Moor, hoping to find 
their camp and chase them 
further south.  She examines 
the arrows and performs a 
few magical tests on the 
black liquid while the men go 
back outside to bring in one 
of the bodies. 
They return, panicked, 
moments later to inform 
Pearl and Rachael that the 
bodies have disappeared, 
leaving only a dusting of 
cobwebs in the bottom of the 
wagon, although Bobby 
adamantly insists that the 
wagon is cleaned regularly.  
Rachael has news also, the 
black liquid is a poison, 
made from the venom of 
giant spiders.  Rob tells them 
that he suspects a pattern is 
forming, he describes the 
way the halflings moved 
when they fled up into the 
trees, almost spider-like… 
Day 2 “We’re Doomed!” 
During the night Rachael is 
called out to attend the birth 
of a child to one of the fisher-
wives.  She takes Pearl with 
her to act as her assistant 
and to learn the family trade.  
After a prolonged and painful 
labour the baby is born 
deformed.  Following the 
ancient customs of the area, 
and the wishes of the 
babies’ mother, Rachael 
leaves the newborn outside 
the village boundary, to live 
or die at the whim of the 
gods. 
The next morning Pearl 
confronts her mother publicly 
in the street, demanding to 
know how she could do such 
a thing.  Rachael replied that 
the mother has wished it, 
and she has no power to go 
against the wishes of 
another faith.  Pearl could 
not bring herself to accept 
this, so stormed off. 
Early Mid-morning the watch 
upon the cliff-top began to 
ring bells, the alarm that 
attackers where approaching 
the cliffs, a number of Ogre 
and Goblin tribes.  The Ogres 
stopped just outside bow 
range while the goblins 
headed for the edge of the 
woods.  The leader of the 
Ogre tribes is munching on 
the body of a small human 

baby.  The village 
elders are 
concerned that 
the Militia has not 
returned.  They 
are forced to 
organise villagers 
into defence 
along cliff top, 
with hastily 
prepared spears, 
rocks, and vats of 
heated water. 
Meanwhile, Pearl, 
after the 
argument with her 
mother is on the 
other side of the 
village skimming 
stones across the 
water.  She spots 
craft approaching 
across the lake.  
She raises the 
alarm. 
The villagers split 
into three groups, one lead 
by Rachael defending the 
cliffs, the second lead by the 
Bard Sqenta defending the 
shoreline, and the third, lead 
by the retired Shipwright 
Harif Davies with the young 
and elderly sheltered in the 
centre of the village.  Among 
this last group is old “Blind” 
Ned Frasier, the villager’s 
unreliable seer.  Ned is 
trembling with fear as he is 
herded into the village 
schoolhouse.  He stops on 
the threshold, resisting all 
attempts to push him inside.  
With tears streaming from 
his scarred eye-sockets he 
yells his customary 
prediction “We’re Doomed!”, 
he cries.  
The four friends are assigned 
to the shore-side where they 
prepare hasty barricades 
from overturned wagons, 
unfortunately, they soon find 
out that there are twenty or 
so rafts crossing the lake, 
and they are spreading out.  
Each raft holds three or four 
Ogres and a swarm of 
goblins. 
Reports from the cliff-top 
defenders being the news 
that the goblins where 
preparing siege ladders in 
the forest, and that there are 
other tribes scaling the cliffs 
further to the east and west. 
The shore-side defenders 
manage to sink some of the 
rafts using a combination of 

well-placed arrow shots and 
Pearl’s Confusion spell, but 
they cannot defend against 
them all.  Sqenta began a 
song of courage, much to the 
consternation of the other 
villagers who often found his 
choice of melody less than 
desirable.  The rafts on the 
outer edges manage to 
make landfall and the 
attackers head for the centre 
of the village.   The Shoreline 
defenders are unable to fall 
back and help because they 
are still holding off the other 
rafts, although by now half of 
them have had their crews 
tipped into the lake. 
The cliff-top defenders loose 
their struggle when they are 
attacked by flanking forces, 
so they fall back to defend 
the village centre.  Rachael 
takes an arrow in the back 
and falls to the ground. 
The fighting around the 
schoolhouse is getting fierce, 
Harif Davies laying into 
anything that comes close 
with a viciously barbed 
grappling hook.  Reinforced 
by the remnant of the cliff-
top defence, they form a 
defensive ring around the 
building. 
A “woooosh-crackle-crunch” 
noise rushing through the air 
startles the defenders 
moments before a building 
on the edge of the village 
bursts into flames.  The 
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Supporting CastSupporting CastSupporting CastSupporting Cast    
Bobby CarterBobby CarterBobby CarterBobby Carter, an 
unsuccessful merchant who 
scrapes a living driving for 
his uncles freight company, 
who dreams of one day 
becoming one of the 
Merchant Princess who rule 
Loudwater. 
Rachael DewhurstRachael DewhurstRachael DewhurstRachael Dewhurst, Pearls 
mother Racheal is a 
Priestess of Selune, one of 
the village Eldars, in addition 
to being its midwife, healer, 
and priestess. 
Blind Ned FrasierBlind Ned FrasierBlind Ned FrasierBlind Ned Frasier, Once a 
squire to a Knight in the 
Order of Light, Ned lost his 
sight in combat.  He now 
insists that he can “see” the 
future, although all of his 
prophecies have the same 
conclusion, summarised by 
his catchphrase “We’re 
Doomed!”. 
Kolvin JerrinKolvin JerrinKolvin JerrinKolvin Jerrin, the newest 
member of the Order of 
Light, Kolvin is a tenday 
away from undergoing his 
vigil of knighthood at the 
temple of Selune.  Kolvin 
was born in the village of 
Starside, although he now 
lives in Loudwater with the 
rest of the Order. 

The Time of the MoonThe Time of the MoonThe Time of the MoonThe Time of the Moon    
The Time of the Moon is a roleplaying campaign using the new 3rd Edition 
D&D rules that a group of Muppets play during most SMS meetings. 
SettingSettingSettingSetting    
The campaign is set in the Forgotten Realms, in an area known as the Savage 
Frontier, 370 miles due east from Waterdeep. 
The Savage Frontier is home to rough-and-tumble free cities, armed mining 
camps, trading posts, fiercely independent farmers, and wandering tribes of 
barbarians.  This is a wilderness only lightly touched by human settlement, 
home to bloodthirsty marauders and terrible beasts that can descend on a 
settlement with no warning whatsoever.  All able-bodied folk go armed here, 
even is sight of their stockades and city walls. 
The folk of the frontier are alert, serious, and self-reliant.  Most owe fealty to 
no lord and prize their hard lifestyle.  The lands of the North temper folk to 
steel.  The comforts, vanities, and decadence of the southern cities have no 
place in this cold, hard realm. 
While some settlers come to these lands in search of territory to call their 
own, most are drawn by the great wealth of the frontier – valuable furs, vast 
forests, and rich ores in the snowy mountains.  Ore and timber flow down the 
vast rivers of this land to the cities of the Sword Coast, or over the Black Road 
of the Zhents and across Anauroch to the Moonsea and the Dales. 
Tony WallsTony WallsTony WallsTony Walls    
Missing MuppetMissing MuppetMissing MuppetMissing Muppet    
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STARSIDE (LARGE VILLAGE)STARSIDE (LARGE VILLAGE)STARSIDE (LARGE VILLAGE)STARSIDE (LARGE VILLAGE)    
Starside is a small fishing 
village on the edge of the 
Highstar lake, standing on 
the cliff top overlooking 
Highside woods.  It supplies 
Loudwater and its merchants 
with high quality freshwater 
fish and shell-fish.  Starside 
is protected from the worst 
of The High Moor by the lake 
iself, and from the evil of 
Highside woods by the steep 
cliff-face. 
Village EVillage EVillage EVillage Eldarsldarsldarsldars    
The village is lead by the 
circle of Eldars, most 
prominent of which are Harif 
Davies, Sqenta and Racheal 
of Selune. 
MilitMilitMilitMilitiaiaiaia    
When needed, Starside can 
raise the local militia, 50 
armed villagers lead by 
Kolvin Jerrin (Pal3), Corporal 
Jones, Armsman Bailey and 
Master Davies.  The Militia is 
very rarely needed for local 
disputes and is most often 
used to counter external 
incursions. 

battle intensifies as a 
second, and then a third 
building is engulfed in the 
same manner. 
The shore-side defenders, 
searching for the source of 
this new attack, spot a black 
robed figure on a raft at the 
back of the flotilla pointing a 
staff at the village.  Rob 
notched his last arrow, took 
a careful aim, breathed out 
slowly, and then let the arrow 
fly.  He hit the Black robed 
Ogre in the leg, disrupting his 
spell and tumbling him into 
the water.   
Their defences where by now 
being overrun.  Sqenta lay 
upon the ground in several 
pieces; his songs forever 
silenced, with many of his 
fellow villagers on the ground 
around him, their last 
defence to no avail.  The 
surviving defenders fell back 
towards the schoolhouse, 
only to find further horror. 
Fighting amongst the Ogres 
was a huge, spider-like 
creature with numerous 
barbed limbs, apparently in 
the process of casting a 
spell.  Pearl began to pray for 
a spell of her own, hoping to 
disrupt the spider-demon’s 
ritual.  As they neared, they 
where surprised to see that 
the spider-demon was 

attacking the 
Ogres, not 
the Villagers.  
At this 
moment 
Pearl loosed 
her spell, 
releasing 
gallons of 
water above 
the spider-
demons 
head.  
The explosion 
that followed 

flattened all but the 
outermost buildings in the 
village.  Fred and Rob dived 
in opposite directions, 
avoiding the worst of the 
blast, but Pearl was slow to 
react and fell to the ground, 
blackened. 
After the noise subsided the 
two men rushed to Pearls 
side, lifting her gently from 
the ground and applying 
crude first-aid.  Hesitantly 
she began to come around.  
Without pause for her own 

well being, the three set to 
work checking the rest of the 
village.  They found that 200 
people had died in the 
fighting, around another 500 
in the blast that followed.  
There where around 50 
survivors, many of them 
wounded, 10 of them 
seriously so.  They did what 
they could, gathering the 
infirm together in the cellar 
of a ruined house, smelling 
faintly of fish.  They decided 
that the next day they would 
move everyone to Loudwater 
and abandon the village.  
While Pearl did what she 
could for the injured, Fred, 
with the help of Rob and a 
surviving carpenter, using 
the remains from the wagons 
to cobble together some 
transport to carry the 
wounded. 
Day 3 
During the night six villagers 
died. 
By mid-morning the next day 
everyone had been lowered 
down the cliff face and as 
making their slow, gradual 
way towards Loudwater.  The 
wagon was loaded with the 
injured, and Ned, now 
sporting a colourful gag, and 
has being pulled by the 
single surviving horse and 
some of the sturdier 
villagers.  Wearily they 
passed Ogre campsite, then 
the scene of the Attack the 
previous day, only to be 
stopped by a deep pit across 
the road.  The wagon ground 
to a halt as the villagers 
milled around it in confusion. 
Fred suspected an ambush, 
and began to warn the 
others just as the first 
villager fell to an arrow.  
Halflings began to emerge 
from the trees, raining 
arrows down on the 
defenders.  Those that could 
fled to the far side of the 
wagon, while others 
splashed into the water in an 
attempt to pass around the 
pit. 
Some of the halflings where 
riding giant spiders, some of 
the giant spiders where half 
halfling, and some changed 
from one form to the other.  
Nets of sticky web and a rain 
of poison arrows added to 
the confusion as villager 
after villager was pulled up 

into the trees.  Pearl took an 
arrow in the side and, still 
weak from the explosion, 
slipped from the wagon 
unconscious.  Fred and Rob 
battled though to her side 
and valiantly tried to save 
her.  In vain they stemmed 
the flow of blood, but the 
poison and her weakness 
where too much to overcome 
and her life slipped away. 
The two argued about the 
injured, Rob wanted to leave 
them behind and flee with 
the able-bodied, but Fred 
was adamant that he would 
not leave them.  As they 
argued, two more of the 
villagers where drawn up into 
the trees and others where 
already fleeing along the 
road in both directions.  
Anguished, Fred had no 
option but to concede that 
he could not save them.  
They both ran. 
They caught up with the 
fleeing villagers and 
pounded along the road, 
dreading to look behind and 
carrying heavy hearts.  As 
their strength began to fail 
the panic subsided and the 
run slowed to a walk.  The 
sound of horses approaching 
from the North brought fresh 
panic, as everyone plunged 
off the road into the shallows 
of the river. 
Relief arrived in the form of 
an armoured Knight upon his 
warhorse, who equally 
armoured squires protecting 
his flanks.  Raising his visor 
Kolvin Jerrin leaned from his 
horse and called “Well Met” 
to his childhood friends.  
Kolvin was soon informed of 
the fate of his former home.  
He left the survivors in the 
protection of his squire David 
and rode back towards the 
village in the home of finding 
further survivors. 
With Davids assistance, by 
nightfall the survivors of the 
Fall of Highside reached the 
Temple of Selune in 
Loudwater.  Of the 800 
people who lived in the 
village, only 30 lived to be 
tended by the healers of the 
Moon Goddess. 
And the story will continue 
next time… or if you can’t 
wait until then, we’ll be 
posting updates on the 
website in the near future. 
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Oh yes, the rats are back! 
Being a Skaven player this is 
the book I’ve been looking 
forward to since 6th edition 
Warhammer came out over a 
year ago and I’m pleased to 
say I haven’t been 
disappointed. 
Lets start off with what’s not 
in the book: no doomwheel, 
no verminlord. OK, I can live 
without the doomwheel as it 
was a bit silly anyway but I’ll 
miss my verminlord 
(although I suspect no one 
else will…). 
So what’s in? Well all the 
usuals (Clanrats, Warpfire 
throwers, Jezzials, etc, etc), 

plus a whole load of 
new stuff! 

Nightrunners 
are back 
(these were 
in the original 
Skaven list 
for 3rd 
edition) plus 
Clan Skyre 

has gained lots 
of new toys including the 
infamous warp lightning 
canon and ratling gun. 
Compared to the Ravening 
Hordes list, the new Skaven 
army is much more of a 
horde (you now have to take 
lots of clanrats) supported by 
lots of little nasty surprises. 
(mainly ratling guns and 
warpfire throwers). To 
emphasize this point even 
further, most Skaven troops 
have become a one or two 
points cheaper, and things 
like rat ogre packs can be a 
lot smaller (less regiments 
more pack-like). 
As well as all this, the little 

furry ones now get a host of 
special rules to show up their 
true nature; they run away 
faster than other armies, 
their leaders will quite 
happily peg it and leave their 
underlings to fight off their 
enemies, and little guys will 
even quite happily shoot into 
their own troops on the off 
chance of picking off a 
couple of good guys 
(hooray!). Combined with 
some really characterful 
magic (warpstone tokens are 
back but the Curse of the 
Horned Rat isn’t) and magic 
items (such as the wonderful 
Rust Armour) this book is the 
nicest army list I’ve seen for 
6th edition and seems to be 
surprisingly balanced. 
Now all I need to one of 
those ratling guns…. 
Richard KerryRichard KerryRichard KerryRichard Kerry    

of the game being to reach 
level 10. 
The physical design of the 
game is quite simplistic 
being as it’s just 2 packs of 
cards.  You will need some 
dice to play, D6’s for the 
attacks, and D10’s to 
represent your current level. 
It includes a stipulation in 
the rules that arguments are 
to be settled in the favour of 
the owner of the game. “It’s 
my game and we’ll do it my 
way”. 
The game is designed with 
laughs in mind (one card is 
3872 orcs – honest 3872, 
which you can still kill with a 
single dice roll). It also 
includes such monsters as a 
Potted Plant (which elves get 
a bonus to run away from) 
and the Dread Gazebo (if 
you’ve never heard to tale of 
“Eric and the Dread Gazebo”, 

Munchkin! Hmm… 
A way to relive all those 
fondly remembered dungeon 
crawls, monster bashes and 
“accidentally” knifing the 
bloke who beat you to the 
magic wand in the back’s – 
without any of that messy 
roleplaying. 
Basically the game consists 
of meeting and (hopefully) 
destroying a number of 
creatures ranging from a 
Lame goblin (who you can 
always run away from) to an 
enlarged enraged Plutonium 
Dragon and his mate (who 
you can’t run away from). 
Along the way you get to loot 
treasure chambers large and 
small to collect items that 
make you more powerful, or 
more able to kill things (An 
enormous rock for example). 
You also go up levels 
(sometimes 2) with the goal 

talk to me at a Genesis Club 
Meet). In some cases, the 
running away from a big 
nasty monster can be funnier 
than trying to kill it.  
When I played it with three 
people, it ran quite smoothly, 
was fast paced, and great 
fun. When you have 6 people 
playing, it can drag out a bit, 
but again YMMV (I also think 
that it was partially to do with 
the circumstances we were 
playing under). 
SmSmSmSmurfurfurfurf    
 
The Munchkin Game is (c) Steve 
Jackson Games, and the Munchkin 
Logotm Steve Jackson Games 
The Author of this article is Smurf, 
and would like to be recognised as 
such under the terms of the Berne 
Convention. 

    

TH E RAT S RE T U R N!  
W A R H A M M E R  A R M I E S :  S K A V E N  R E V I E W   

 

Smurf isn’t actually a 
member (or ever likely to be) 
of the Sad Muppet Society. 
However, he is currently Vice-
Chairman of the Genesis Sci-
Fi Club who quite a few of us 
go to some thus why this we 
have this review. Smurf is 
also heavily into live-
roleplaying so if anyone 
wants to have a go at that, 
let me know and I’ll pass on 
your details to him. 

Umm, good Rats, brave Rats, 
powerful Rats. That’s right, 
yours truly is a Skaven player 
and damn proud of it as well. 
My little horde is the oldest 
of all of my armies, although 
it has gradually benefited 
from a facelift over the last 
couple of years. 
Queue the rabbit...    



 

OK, I have to admit I’m a 
little bit impressed here as 
this article came completely 
out of the blue. The only 
problem was I wasn’t able to 
print the complete thing as 
the Spider Lord wouldn’t fit 
with the space available. 
However, this covers the 
main six shrines, and maybe, 
if I remember, the Spider 
Lord will sneak into the next 
Newsletter. Anyway, thanks 
very much Nathan. 
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The Howling Banshees 
trailed behind the farseer, 
heads bowed in grief. 
Astrinnar felt their sorrow – 
more so as he had seen this 
outcome in the lines of fate 
from the beginning of the 
battle. Shattered Ork bodies 
littered the ground, 
increasing in number as he 
drew closer to his 
destination.  
Crumpled amongst the 
corpses of an Ork Nobz 
retinue lay the broken white 
and scarlet armoured form 
of Eavellel. Beneath his spirit 
stone studded mask 
Astinnar’s tears ran 
unchecked from his eyes as 
his heart accepted the loss 
of this most noble of 
warriors. Eavellel had been 
an Exarch of the craftworlds 
aspect shrine, proudly 
wearing for what seemed to 
be eons the bold colours of 
the Banshees. Eavellel’s 
pale eyes had witnessed all 
of the most joyful occasions 
in Astinnar’s life, from the 
his coming of age ceremony 
to his donning of the 
wraithbone Farseer armour. 
The banshees moved silently 
up to the body and gently 
rolled it on to its back, 
placing the arms respectfully 
across her chest. Nestled 
high upon the breast plate 
the spirit stone sparkled. 
Astrinnar’s heart swelled 
with new hope. The stone 
was intact, the glorious soul 
of Eavellel was not lost to the 
craftworld. Carefully and with 
head bowed in deference, 
one of the banshee warriors 
lifted the spirit stone from 
it’s housing on the armour. 
Raised high it caught the last 
of the fading sun and shone 
over the gathered Eldar, 
sending rainbow hues in a 
blaze across their slender 
forms. 
Throwing their heads back 
the Banshees gave voice to 
their grief. The howling 
echoed across the battlefield 
mixing with other Eldar 
voices marking the loss of 
comrades. 

Astrinnar could see the living 
preparing to take the souls 
of the fallen back through 
the warp gate, spirit stones 
tentatively plucked from 
inert forms were lovingly 
carried towards the point of 
departure.   
He knew that those who 
gave their lives on the field 
that day would return. 
On the path of the warrior 
the exarch is the master of 
one particular style of 
combat. War sometimes 
takes the lives 
of these the 
greatest of 
Eldar warriors. 
Their death 
need not be 
as final as it 
seems – As 
their souls live 
on in the spirit 
stones and 
wraithbone 
core of the 
craftworld. In 
times of war 
the spirits of 
fallen warriors 
are used in 
wraithbone 
constructions 
enabling them 
to fight on for 
their race in 
the maelstrom 
of conflict that 
encompasses 
the galaxy. 
The rare and 
special masters 

of combat, the Exarches are 
held up as examples of the 
mastery of battle in it’s 
different guises. When fallen 
Exarches spirits are interred 
in the wraithbone bodies, 
they bring their unique 
talents back to the 
battlefield as Aspectlords. 
Each aspect has it’s 
particular strengths in 
combat, this is reflected in 
the way that the Aspectlords 
fight. 
Nathan WhiteNathan WhiteNathan WhiteNathan White    

DE AT H OF AN EX A RCH 
A S P E C T  L O R D S  F O R  C O D E X :  E L D A R  

Authors NotesAuthors NotesAuthors NotesAuthors Notes    
The options outlined for the Eldar Wraithlord are not intended 
to empower the already mighty battle machines. They should 
only be used with your opponents permission. To avoid misuse, 
only one can be chosen per army and only if that army contains 
at least two squads of the selected type, i.e. A player with two 
Howling Banshee squads may opt for a Banshee Queen but not 
for instance a Reaper Lord. 
These choices should be used to create a theme for an army 
instead of reinforcing an already strong one. An army with a 
leaning towards close combat could emphasize one particular 
Aspect. The intent for them is to inspire new combat techniques 
and strategies. Imagine an army of guardians with heavy 
weapons holding your line – your opponent charges you with 
glee! Only to find several squads of Swooping Hawks landing 
behind them supported by a Hawk Lord. A phrase about rocks 
and hard places springs to mind. 

“Throwing their heads 
back the Banshees gave 
voice to their grief. The 
howling echoed across 
the battlefield mixing 

with other Eldar voices 
marking the loss of  

comrades.” 
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Weapons:Weapons:Weapons:Weapons: Two Dreadnought close combat weapons. Every fist also incorporates a shuriken 
catapult. 

 Points/UnitPoints/UnitPoints/UnitPoints/Unit    WSWSWSWS    BSBSBSBS    SSSS    TTTT    WWWW    IIII    A A A A     LdLdLdLd    SvSvSvSv    

The Banshee Queen 75 4 4 5(10) 7 3 4 2(3) 10 3+ 

SPECIAL RULESSPECIAL RULESSPECIAL RULESSPECIAL RULES    

Howling Charge: Howling Charge: Howling Charge: Howling Charge: Any unit charged by the Banshees Queen must nake a successful leadership test 
or be at –1 WS and –1 Initiative for the duration of the assault phase. 

Implacable Advance: Implacable Advance: Implacable Advance: Implacable Advance: The Wraithlord is a towering construct capable of laying down a curtain of 
fire as it advance into combat. It can shoot up to two weapons if it moves and all of its weapons if 
it stays stationary. It can even fire heavy weapons whilst moving. 

Fearless: Fearless: Fearless: Fearless: The Wraithlord carries the spirit of a mighty warrior who has witnessed many battles 
over the centuries. The Wraithlord cannot be pinned and never fall backs, even from attacks 
which would normally cause the enemy to automatically fall back without a Morale check. 

T H E  B A N S H E E  Q U E E N  
The troopers huddled in their trench as rockets fizzed through the air above them. The ground 
was shaking under the distant impacts of heavy ordnance. Over the cacophony of war Trooper 
Palmer heard a new sound – a noise that reached down inside him and stirred the already 
growing knot of fear. Dirt rained down upon the heads of the terrified soldiers. Looking up Palmer 
saw the source of the new sound. A huge silhouette stood over them on the crest of the 
earthworks. The noise, that was up till now a soul destroying wail, increased in pitch and volume. 
Sheer terror froze the surprised defenders. Palmer felt blood running from his ears – it was the 
last thing he felt before the screeching horror leaped into the trench. 

Weapons:Weapons:Weapons:Weapons: Two Dreadnought close combat weapons and A Thousand Stings. Every fist also 
incorporates a shuriken catapult. 

 Points/UnitPoints/UnitPoints/UnitPoints/Unit    WSWSWSWS    BSBSBSBS    SSSS    TTTT    WWWW    IIII    A A A A     LdLdLdLd    SvSvSvSv    

The Scorpion Lord 80 4 4 5(10) 8 3 4 2(3) 10 3+ 

SPECIAL RULESSPECIAL RULESSPECIAL RULESSPECIAL RULES    

A Thousand Stings: A Thousand Stings: A Thousand Stings: A Thousand Stings: In the first round of any combat the Scorpion Lord gets one extra free close 
combat attack at +2 Initiative from an array mandiblasters built into the front of its head. This 
attack is at Strength 4, AP 3. 

Implacable AdvancImplacable AdvancImplacable AdvancImplacable Advance: e: e: e: The Wraithlord is a towering construct capable of laying down a curtain of 
fire as it advance into combat. It can shoot up to two weapons if it moves and all of its weapons if 
it stays stationary. It can even fire heavy weapons whilst moving. 

Fearless: Fearless: Fearless: Fearless: The Wraithlord carries the spirit of a mighty warrior who has witnessed many battles 
over the centuries. The Wraithlord cannot be pinned and never fall backs, even from attacks 
which would normally cause the enemy to automatically fall back without a Morale check. 

T H E  S C O R P I O N  L O R D  

The Scorpion Lord flung the body of a crushed marine aside and moved to meet the charge of the 
terminator captain who was barrelling towards it. Sword raised, crackling with arcane energies 
the Marine began to scythe the mighty blade round to slash at the constructs wraithbone legs. 
Mid step the terminators swing stopped as the Scorpion Lord unleashed its sting. Jerking like a 
puppet, the marine was forced back – thousands of slivers of metal beating on the massive 
armoured suit. The flailing form began to buckle as the onslaught wore its way through the joints 
and weak spots of the ancient adamantium armour. The torrent of fire ceased – but as the 
beleaguered warrior started to get to his feet the Scorpion Lord plucked him from the ground in a 
huge hand. The Scorpion Lord brought the figure close and cocked it’s giant head in curiosity 
before crushing the last vestiges of life from the rag doll form. The limp body was released without 
further thought, dropping to the floor as the Lord scanned its surrounding for its next opponent. 

“Dirt rained down 
upon the heads of  the 

terrified soldiers.” 
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Weapons:Weapons:Weapons:Weapons: Two Dreadnought close combat weapons and a fire pike. Every fist also incorporates a 
flamer. 

 Points/UnitPoints/UnitPoints/UnitPoints/Unit    WSWSWSWS    BSBSBSBS    SSSS    TTTT    WWWW    IIII    A A A A     LdLdLdLd    SvSvSvSv    

The Dragon Lord 100 4 4 5(10) 7 3 4 2(3) 10 3+ 

SPECIAL RULESSPECIAL RULESSPECIAL RULESSPECIAL RULES    

Fiery Embrace: Fiery Embrace: Fiery Embrace: Fiery Embrace: When the Dragon Lord comes into base to base contact with enemy troops after 
charging, it can opt to use a Fiery Embrace instead of its normal close combat attacks. Place the 
ordinance template over the Dragon Lord (centred on him), any models touched suffer one 
Strength 6, AP 5 attack. This includes the Dragon Lord. 

Implacable Advance: Implacable Advance: Implacable Advance: Implacable Advance: The Wraithlord is a towering construct capable of laying down a curtain of 
fire as it advance into combat. It can shoot up to two weapons if it moves and all of its weapons if 
it stays stationary. It can even fire heavy weapons whilst moving. 

Fearless: Fearless: Fearless: Fearless: The Wraithlord carries the spirit of a mighty warrior who has witnessed many battles 
over the centuries. The Wraithlord cannot be pinned and never fall backs, even from attacks 
which would normally cause the enemy to automatically fall back without a Morale check. 

T H E  D R A G O N  L O R D  
Tyranids continued to charge towards the Eldar lines despite the continuous fire from the massed 
ranks of warriors. At the forefront of the unnatural horde was the lumbering form of a Hive Tyrant. 
As the Tyranids neared, a gap appeared in the craftworlds battle line. Stepping forward to fill it 
was a towering form – glistening in red and yellow hues. The Dragon Lord began to pick up 
pace – a charge directed at the Tyrant at the head of the ominous wave of death. The lone figure 
sped across the narrowing gap between the opposed forces. Razor sharp Talons were raised to 
meet this impudence. The two giants crashed together, disappearing into a storm of flame that 
the Eldar Lord released from its multiple fusion weapons. Smaller hive creatures nearby chittered 
and screeched as they fought each other to distance themselves from what seemed to be a new 
sun coalescing on the battlefield. The brood began to mill about – taking advantage of the 
enemy’s confusion, the multitude of gathered aspect warriors intensified their fire. From the 
burning sphere within the Tyranids ranks, stepped the Dragon Lord holding the seared carcass of 
the Tyrant. Flinging the scorched form aside, the massive wraithbone head was thrown back and 
a roar of victory burst over the now doomed bio-organic monstrosities as the Dragon Lord began 
to wade through them bringing fiery death.   

Weapons:Weapons:Weapons:Weapons: Two Dreadnought close combat weapons and a shuriken canon. Every fist also 
incorporates a shuriken catapult. 

 Points/UnitPoints/UnitPoints/UnitPoints/Unit    WSWSWSWS    BSBSBSBS    SSSS    TTTT    WWWW    IIII    A A A A     LdLdLdLd    SvSvSvSv    

The Lord Avenger 100 4 4 5(10) 8 3 4 2(3) 10 3+ 

SPECIAL RULESSPECIAL RULESSPECIAL RULESSPECIAL RULES    

Barrage of Stars: Barrage of Stars: Barrage of Stars: Barrage of Stars: If the Lord Avenger remain stationary to fire all its weapons, the target unit must 
take a pinning test as the weigh of fire falls upon them. 

Implacable Advance: Implacable Advance: Implacable Advance: Implacable Advance: The Wraithlord is a towering construct capable of laying down a curtain of 
fire as it advance into combat. It can shoot up to two weapons if it moves and all of its weapons if 
it stays stationary. It can even fire heavy weapons whilst moving. 

Fearless: Fearless: Fearless: Fearless: The Wraithlord carries the spirit of a mighty warrior who has witnessed many battles 
over the centuries. The Wraithlord cannot be pinned and never fall backs, even from attacks 
which would normally cause the enemy to automatically fall back without a Morale check. 

T H E  L O R D  A V E N G E R  

Seeing the squads of Banshees faltering under heavy resistance the Lord avenger leveled it’s 
weapons at the defenders strongpoint. A hail of stars exploded forth from various shuriken 
launchers. The slower Orks never got to regret not keeping themselves in cover as flesh was 
ripped by the spinning fury that was unleashed upon them. The advancing Eldar accelerated, 
charging headlong towards the enemy who were bowing under the weight of the barrage. Firing 
stopped as the White and Red warriors poured into the defensive position, laying about 
themselves with sword and pistol. The line had been breached – the attack could begin in 
earnest. 

“I BRING 
DEATH”.  
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Weapons:Weapons:Weapons:Weapons: Two Dreadnought close combat weapons and a swooping hawk grenade pack. Every fist 
also incorporates a shuriken catapult. 

 Points/UnitPoints/UnitPoints/UnitPoints/Unit    WSWSWSWS    BSBSBSBS    SSSS    TTTT    WWWW    IIII    A A A A     LdLdLdLd    SvSvSvSv    

The Hawk Lord 140 4 4 4(8) 6 3 4 2(3) 10 3+ 

SPECIAL RULESSPECIAL RULESSPECIAL RULESSPECIAL RULES    

Swooping Hawk Wings: Swooping Hawk Wings: Swooping Hawk Wings: Swooping Hawk Wings: As Codex: Eldar 

Death From Above: Death From Above: Death From Above: Death From Above: If the Hawk Lord deploys using the Deep Strike rules, it may be placed straight 
into close combat as it lands amongst its enemies. As well as counting as charging, t also gains 
one additional close combat attack at Initiative 8. All other attacks are resolved normally.  

Implacable Advance: Implacable Advance: Implacable Advance: Implacable Advance: The Wraithlord is a towering construct capable of laying down a curtain of 
fire as it advance into combat. It can shoot up to two weapons if it moves and all of its weapons if 
it stays stationary. It can even fire heavy weapons whilst moving. 

Fearless: Fearless: Fearless: Fearless: The Wraithlord carries the spirit of a mighty warrior who has witnessed many battles 
over the centuries. The Wraithlord cannot be pinned and never fall backs, even from attacks 
which would normally cause the enemy to automatically fall back without a Morale check. 

T H E  H AW K  L O R D  
The hunched troopers advancing slowly behind the Leman Russ tank scattered in all directions as 
a huge winged shape landed on the armoured vehicle. The tanks crew found themselves blinded 
by bright sunlight as the turret was ripped off the hull of the tank with the commander still inside, 
perched screaming on his seat under the upper hatchway. The shocked men stared open 
mouthed as several ornate metal orbs clattered onto the grill floorplates by their feet. A graceful 
leap took the assailant upwards as the shell of the tank was shredded from inside by its 
detonating ammunition.  

Weapons:Weapons:Weapons:Weapons: Two Dreadnought close combat weapons and an eldar missile launcher. Every fist also 
incorporates a shuriken catapult. 

 Points/UnitPoints/UnitPoints/UnitPoints/Unit    WSWSWSWS    BSBSBSBS    SSSS    TTTT    WWWW    IIII    A A A A     LdLdLdLd    SvSvSvSv    

The Hawk Lord 125 3 4 4(8) 6 3 4 2(3) 10 3+ 

SPECIAL RULESSPECIAL RULESSPECIAL RULESSPECIAL RULES 

Pounding Barrage:Pounding Barrage:Pounding Barrage:Pounding Barrage: When stationary, the Reaper Lord can choose to concentrate on using its 
missile launcher. When firing like this treat the missile launcher as being twin linked.  

Implacable Advance: Implacable Advance: Implacable Advance: Implacable Advance: The Wraithlord is a towering construct capable of laying down a curtain of 
fire as it advance into combat. It can shoot up to two weapons if it moves and all of its weapons if 
it stays stationary. It can even fire heavy weapons whilst moving. 

Fearless: Fearless: Fearless: Fearless: The Wraithlord carries the spirit of a mighty warrior who has witnessed many battles 
over the centuries. The Wraithlord cannot be pinned and never fall backs, even from attacks 
which would normally cause the enemy to automatically fall back without a Morale check. 

T H E  R E A P E R  L O R D  
As the hymn of awakening died on the lips of the soulsingers, a darkness stepped out of the giant 
shadowy alcove. Against the black back drop in the room the immense presence loomed like an 
embodiment of nightfall. Huge hands balled into fists, legs flexed and the missile launcher swung 
to and fro as if looking for prey.  
A Farseer stepped forward, inscribing the sigil of the Dark Reapers in the air with two fingers.  
“You are needed” the tiny figure called up to the recently awoken giant. A voice, low but clear, 
rang through the vaulted hall. 
“I BRING DEATH”. The long smooth head tilted, seeming to ponder the small creature at it’s feet.  
“WHERE”. The head turned, following the direction of the pointed finger that had been raised by 
one of the soulsingers standing in the Tomb of Eternal Warriors. A Shimmering warp portal could 
be seen through an ornate archway, troops mustering around it in preparation for a coming 
battle. 

THE SPIDER 
LORD                      

Kroot muzzles raised to taste 
the air. The pack had been 
ordered to check the 
warehouses for the enemy. 
The broods shaper could 
sense a presence nearby. A 
bubble of shadow started to 
take shape before them. 
Crude rifles were brought to 
bear on the strange 
distortion. A massive leg 
seemed to step out of the air 
shortly before a large red, 
white and black hunched 
figure followed in through 
the rift. The report of the 
Kroot long rifles filled the 
vast open space of the 
warehouse, echoing off the 
distant walls. Even under the 
tirade of gunfire the ancient 
body unfolded gracefully 
from its crouched position. 
Four claw-ended cylinders 
swung out from the body 
that was now partially 
obscured by the detonations 
of the Kroots hastily thrown 
grenades. With a lunging 
step the Spider Lord leaned 
in toward the massed 
birdlike figures before it. 
With a steady hiss, the 
shoulder mounted weapons 
on the armoured hulk spat 
forth streaming of dark 
twisting webs. As they 
spread over the enemy the 
monofilament wire began to 
bite into the Kroot’s exposed 
skin. Clambering out from 
the spreading wave emitted 
by the solitary enemy the 
Shaper turned to see a great 
foot disappearing into the 
indistinct sphere of dark light 
leaving the warehouse quiet 
apart from the cries of 
wounded Hunters. Many lay, 
forever silent, beneath the 
blanket of sinister fibers. 
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DE AT H OF A WYC H  
K A B A L  O F  T H E  W A R P E D  M I N D  

A fit of coughing woke her. 
Her lungs and throat burned 
with a centuries worth of 
bile, she coughed again pain 
shooting through her rib 
cage and back. A lump of 
acrid bile leapt into her 
mouth and she tried to spit it 
out but only managed to 
dribble it down her cheek. 
She tried to open her eyes 
but her left one felt sticky 
and wouldn't open, her right 
finally did and lights danced 
across her vision 
disappearing to reveal only 
darkness. A weight was 
pushing down onto her back 
and she ached all over, her 
chest was hurting with every 
breath. She coughed again 
and with each wave of 
hacking the pain got worse. 
There was blood and dust in 
her mouth and her right arm 
felt numb and she couldn't 
move it. She blinked her 
right eye and felt grains of 
dust enter it sending 
streaks of light across 
her iris, the smell of 
blood, sweat and putrid 
flesh assailed her 

nostrils 
and she 
blacked out 
again. How long 
she had been 
unconscious when she 
fought her way back to the 
hell that was reality she 
could not tell but the pains 
in her back and arm were 
worse. It might have been 
days or merely minutes. She 
had no idea so she thought 
back to the circumstances 
that had led her here. 
She had been born on a 
Hellebore class frigate within 
the warp. Her sisters and 
herself had grown up 
knowing only war. The 

unending war against the 
alien aggressors who had 
forced her parents and the 
rest of the fleet, to flee their 
home worlds. These alien 
Bio-mechanical life forms 
older than the eldest of her 
own people, cruel beyond 
reason and unthinking in 
their hatred of all life forms 
not their own, had destroyed 
fully half the fleet before she 
reached puberty. On the 
auspicious day Cax'th rose to 
power and defeated the 
aliens, she joined the Cult of 
Cax'th, the finest fighting unit 
anywhere. This grew strong 
and now stands at the 
forefront of all the 
Wych Cults 
in or 

out 
the warp, they 
have only one aim to do the 
bidding of their lord and 
mistress Cax'th. Their motto 
emblazoned across all their 
raiders has become the 
standard form of address 
across the entire Kabal: " I 

am No one I am Nothing 
except by her command." 
And so she trained hard, as 
all the Kabal do, fought 
many battles inside and 
outside the warp, learnt the 
way of the gladiator from the 
elders and rose to become a 
member of the first attack 
squad. She learnt the skills 
required to stay alive in this 
the most feared of the Dark 
Eldar Kabals, The Kabal of 
the Warped Mind. 
So it was that she and her 
sisters Wyches had shrieked 
in striking at the heart of the 
enemy the engines of the 
raided screaming sowing 
fear and confusion amongst 
the greenskins. She had 
leapt off slashing right and 
left with her Hydroknives 
felling many of the enemy. 

They swept though with 
ease leaving none alive 
and then the second 
buggy had come 
smoking in and the 
biggest greenskin she 
had ever seen led the 
counter charge. She 

saw the energy field 
surrounding it 

crackle 
as her sisters 

fired shot after shot 
at him and only it failed 

when the blaster found it's 
mark. However by then the 
brute had slaughtered half 

of her sisters, his powerclaw 
humming as it bled their 
souls away. When she finally 
reached him she slashed 
again and again and had 
brought him crashing down 
upon herself. But at what 
cost, most of her battle 
sisters had fallen to this foe, 
their souls had invigorated 
her in those final moments 

Paul’s main Warhammer 
40,000 army is (in case you 
haven’t already guessed) the 
Kabal of the Warped Mind, a 
rather large Dark Eldar force 
including more or less 
everything from the list, 
including a full Wych Cult 
Army. 

“You are no one, you 
are nothing, you have 
no life, except by my 

command.” 

Cax’th 
Kabel of the Warped Mind 
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giving her the strength to 
deliver the killing blow, even 
after the things powerclaw 
had laid waste to her right 
arm and left eye.    
It must be his weight pinning 
her down, she lay there, now 
realising she could not hear 
the sounds of battle 
anymore, nor the sounds of 
victory. She had been left for 
dead! To think after all she 
had been through to die here 
on this alien world under this 
stinking corpse was to be her 
fate. Her soul, her life 
essence to be sucked away 
into the warp to feed the 
horrors there. She had 
always hoped her lifeforce 
would be consumed by her 
sister wyches in the heat of 
battle, as she had done on 
many occasions including 
this one. How many battles, 
how many souls, she had 
lost count and now to die like 
this taking their souls with 
her, to lose them from the 
Kabal. No she must make 
amends find a way out of 
this mess. She pushed down 
hard with her right arm, 
almost passing out with the 
pain, "It shall not end like 
this," she screamed 
vocalising her anger and 
pain " While I still breathe I 
belong to Cax'th and the 
Kabal." She passed out 
again. 
When she awoke again the 
pain was less and after 
awhile she began to realise 
she was moving and that she 
was resting on her back. 
"This isn't right" she said 
aloud the words barely a 
whisper; the pain in her 
chest was less. She tried 
opening her eyes and found 
the right one working. There 
was light, a gentle light like 
twilight on a forgotten 
world. She was 
lying on 
her back 
and a ceiling 

was moving slowly before her 
eye, strange. "So your awake 
now are you." The words 
were spoken softly as though 
the speaker didn't want to 
break the silence. "Is this an 
after life," she whispered 
trying to push herself into a 
sitting position. "No now 
keep still or you'll pull the 
stitches." The speaker 
moved into view, and 
Zen'thrax let out a gasp as 
she saw the skin of an Ork 
stretched over the speakers 
helm the sonic amplifiers to 
either side, this was a hell 
mask worn by an 
Haemonculus, " We pulled 
you off the battlefield only an 
hour ago, my your a strong 
one most don't make it this 
far. You've made it back to 
the fleet." " So I'm  back 
aboard Solarwind then." "No 
my dear, do you remember 
your last words on the 
planet, the words that 
alerted us to your presence I 
must add; While I still 
breathe I 
belong to 

Cax'th and the Kabal. Well 
now is when you fulfil that 
promise, you are aboard a 
ship of the Winter Aconite 
squadron and you are mine." 
The Haemonculus laughed 
and this sent a shiver though 
Zen'trax's soul. 
She sat up. To be in the 
power of an Haemonculus 
was death. "Sit still, do not 
fear for you are in safe 
hands. SHE has decreed that 
the Kabal can't afford to lose 
many more females so l 
must save as many as 
possible. You are fortunate 
only one eye and one arm 
have been damaged, the 
rest can be repaired easily. 
However your Cult will not 
have you back maimed as 
you are, but still we can find 
a use for you." 
Paul RussellPaul RussellPaul RussellPaul Russell    

“While I still breathe I 
belong to Cax'th” 
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BI RT H OF A SY BA R I TE  
K A B A L  O F  T H E  W A R P E D  M I N D  

When Zan'thrax awoke the 
pain in her right arm was 
unbearable. She looked 
down at it, it wasn't there! 
Then memory came flooding 
back. It was the same every 
morning, those first 
seconds when she 
thought she was back 
with the Wych Cult 
and not here in the 
Haemonculus's 
laboratory. There 
was a gentle hiss, 
Zan'thrax turned to 
see the door sliding 
back to reveal her 
tormentor. She didn't 
know his name or anything 
about him only that he had 
dragged her off the battle 
field barely alive and had 
repaired her body, replacing 
her right arm with a thought 
activated Agoniser, and her 
left eye with a sensor net 
that worked better then the 
organic organ ever did. 
"You should of left me die, 
I'm useless like this, just a 
drain on the Kabal’s 
resources" It was what she 
said each morning in way of 
greeting. "On the contrary my 
pretty one, for today all those 
tests and torments you have 
endured, so undeniably 
painfully have not only fed 
me but have paid off. You 
return to active duty today." 
Zan'thrax was stunned. She 
had never fully believed this 
master of torment when he 
said that his gaol was to 
return her to active duty. She 
moved towards him "How 
can I return to the Cult of 
Cax'th like this, I have lost an 
arm and I would never 
survive the first contest I 
entered." " Do you think me a 
fool,  I never said you would 
be rejoining the Cult, I said 
you would be returning to 
active duty. Now stand up 
and get out of here, my work 
with you is done." 
Zan'thrax moved towards the 
door, she stopped to fit the 
Agoniser to the socket of her 
left shoulder, her slim legs 
moving with just a hint of a 
limp. "Oh yes before I forget," 
the Haemonculus hissed, 

"You will be joining the 
Fifteenth Raider Squad as 
their new Sybarite, have fun." 
A warrior Raider Squad, is 
that what he meant by active 
duty! To come down to be 
just another pleb in the 
ranks of the warriors, 
everyone who could not 
perform any other task was 
taken in by the warrior units, 
mainly to fill out numbers, 
the death toll was high. And 
what was a Sybarite anyway! 
She was a member of the 
Cult of Cax'th, survivor of 
many battles and gladiatorial 
games and now she was to 
become just anther face in 
the crowd. The humiliation! 
The Agoniser lashed out at 
the Haemonculus as quick 
as Zan'thrax thought, but he 
deftly dodged it and with a 
wave of his hand he turned 
his back to her in contempt. 
"You'll have to be much 
faster than that to beat me," 
he snared "I've been do this 
since before you were born, 
now go before I eat you to 
break my fast." Zax'thrax 
knew he wasn't joking, she 
had lost one finger and a toe 
to him already when she 
failed to meet his exacting 
standards. 
Zan'thrax stepped out into 
the twilight world that was 
the ships corridors. Where to 
go, she knew only one room 
on this Aconite frigate and 
she had just left that, she did 
however know the way of the 
Kabal. Find someone of rank 

and 
show 

them her I.D. 
tattoos they would do the 
rest. The first crewman she 
ran into was a gunnery 
officer and he didn't want to 
help her until the Agoniser 
hovered barely a millimeter 
from his nose, that changed 
his tune and soon she was 
on her way to the 
assignments office. 
That was one hour ago and 
now she stood on the hanger 
deck in front of a sorry 
excuse of a raider, it was 
dirty and most of the armour 
was hanging off and the 
darklance looked as though 
it would take a month to 
clean. The squad that stood 
in front of it were no better, 
in fact they seemed less 
likely to withstand a light tap 
than bolter fire. 
Zan'thrax cleared her throat 
and the squad come to 
order, they recognised a 
member of the Wych Cult by 
her lack of armour and 
general bearing of 
superiority. "I am your new 
Sybarite, my name is not 
important but know this, I 
may have lost an arm and 
my right to fight beside my 
sister Wyches but I am your 
new leader and I expect no 
less from you than I gave of 
myself." The squad began to 
murmur amongst 
themselves, then the largest 
of them stepped forward, the 
unofficial spokeswomen of 
the unit. She coughed into 
her hands, they were scarred 
across every millimeter. "We 
know what you were, but that 

Here’s Paul again with more 
tales from the Warped 
Mind... 
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doesn't give you the right to 
lead us, yes we will follow 
you but only because they 
are our orders, you'll have to 
prove yourself first before 
you gain our respect." This 
was a challenge Zan'thrax 
could not ignore and she 
dropped to a crouch, the 
warrior did the same and 
pulled a blade. They started 
circling one anther fainting 
attacks testing each other 
for weaknesses. Then 
suddenly and with a speed 
that belied her limp 
Zan'thrax struck, the heal of 
her left hand striking her 
opponent’s face and the 
agoniser snaked out and 
with a delicate touch sliced 
the armour off her left leg. 
The warrior fell, the only 
sound was her rapid deep 
breaths. "I am your new 
Sybarite you will do as I 
command, now clean that 
raider until I can see my face 
in her armour. Then you will 

parade before her and me 
until I am satisfied by both of 
your appearances." She 
pointed down at the warrior 
at her feet " you run to the 
armourers and draw a suit 
for me, I must dress as you 
to be as you."  
So this was it, she had given 
her first orders and taken 
her first steps at becoming a 
sybarite. There was no going 
back, she would have to live 
with it until her dying day, 
which she knew could be 
many millennia away. When 
the warrior returned 
clutching a bundle of second 
hand armour Zan'thrax got 
her to help fit it.The mesh 
suit was uncomfortable and 
itched and scratched her, 
the right arm had to be cut 
away to allow the agoniser to 
protrude and after trying on 
the helmet she knew she 
would never wear it again. As 
they worked together 
Zan'thrax  pumped the 

warrior for information about 
the squad. They were the 
least successful of the raider 
units and had been 
threatened with 
disbandment on more than 
one occasion, until an 
Haemonculus had 
intervened saying he had the 
perfect choice of Sybarite for 
them. And so Zan'thrax was 
here, with only five 
engagements to prove 
herself or they would all end 
up as grotesques to satisfy 
the Haemonculus's need for 
inflicting torment and pain. 
Paul RussellPaul RussellPaul RussellPaul Russell    

“I am your new 
Sybarite you will do 

as I command” 

 



valde tristes sumus... 

TH E EN D 
A T  L A S T  

TH E LA S T 
LAU GH 

We’re some what lacking in the humorous 
cartoons from the web so here’s some really 
bad pictures from the club and an email 
from a certain member of the committee. 
Scary isn’t it? 
Well I thought so.    

S O C I E T Y  

T H E  S A D  M U P P E T  

Well, that’s the tenth issue of the 
Newsletter done and dusted. Yep, as scary 
as it seems (especially to anybody who’s 
joined in the last couple of months), the 
Newsletter is actually well over a year old, 
and to celebrate, here’s a picture of what 
the first one looked like. 
Until next time, play nice. 
Richard KerryRichard KerryRichard KerryRichard Kerry    
Chief MuppetChief MuppetChief MuppetChief Muppet    
P.S. Yes, that is a map of the Southlands 
for the ‘Return of Klaw’ campaign. 

OTHER THANKYOUSOTHER THANKYOUSOTHER THANKYOUSOTHER THANKYOUS    
Idea Muppet Idea Muppet Idea Muppet Idea Muppet Rita Russell 

(for coming up with really good ideas just 
after we’ve done something)  
Chief Heckler: Chief Heckler: Chief Heckler: Chief Heckler: Ruth Russell 

(for getting us the hall for GD4 and proof 
reading this; plus loads of other stuff) 

Junior Heckler: Junior Heckler: Junior Heckler: Junior Heckler: Helen Gay  
(for being prettier than me or Dave) 

AnAnAnAn----Other Muppet: Other Muppet: Other Muppet: Other Muppet: Sue James 
(for letting Dave come out to play in 

February) 
The Guys At GW BasinThe Guys At GW BasinThe Guys At GW BasinThe Guys At GW Basingstokegstokegstokegstoke 

(for taking all our money) 

Email: muppet@genesis-sf.org.uk 
Web: www.rkerry.fsnet.co.uk/sms 

Yahoo Group: groups.yahoo.com/groups/
sadmuppets 

Phone: 0118 9820489 (David) 
 

THE COMMITTEETHE COMMITTEETHE COMMITTEETHE COMMITTEE    
Chief Muppet Chief Muppet Chief Muppet Chief Muppet Richard Kerry 
Money Muppet Money Muppet Money Muppet Money Muppet Paul Russell 
Other Muppet Other Muppet Other Muppet Other Muppet David James 

 

THE CONTRIBUTORSTHE CONTRIBUTORSTHE CONTRIBUTORSTHE CONTRIBUTORS    
Richard Kerry, David Offen-James, Paul 
Russell, Tony Walls, Nathan White, Gary 
Bazett and all our lovely models from the 

club (??) 
 

No vampire lords were harmed in the 
publication of this Newsletter. 

Caption competition, someone has got 
to have something good for this one 

Hmm… 

“A kroot, a human, and a grot walk into a pub... I’m sorry Paul, there’s absolutely nothing I can say 
in defence of this. 

From: paul russell 
Date: Sat, 23 Feb 2002 08:57:22 +0000 
(GMT) 
To: sadmuppets@yahoogroups.com 
Subject: [SMS] Recipe for Yorkshire Pudding 
 
Take a baking tin 8" round would be nice, 
place some Lard into this and stick it in the 
oven at 200 C. Mean while mix 4 oz flour 1 
egg half pint milk, and a pinch of salt. This 
should make a good batter remove tin form 
oven swirl lard around inside of tin now its 
melted slap in the batter mix and bake for 45 
minutes or until risen and crispy. Meanwhile 
fry some sausages make some gravy and 
some mash, once puddings are cooked push 
in centre and put in sausages and gravy serve 
with mash. 


